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Acting Out in the Classroom:
Applying Principles and Methods of Differentiation to Address
Challenging Student Behavior
By
Jeffrey Neale Kulick

Abstract
When it comes to academic instruction, we hear much about accommodating
individual learners. Schools emphasize the need to consider individual learner
differences and provide individualized supports when designing and implementing
academic instruction. One of the strategies used to accomplish these objectives is
differentiation. Ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic, cognitive, and even physical
differences are all factored into the equation. Contrarily, these same differences are
seldom considered when it comes to student behavior. Students are typically
expected to speak precisely the same behavioral language and act in an identical
manner, and schools tend to employ a punitive approach when addressing
challenging behavior. This kind of approach can be counterproductive, does not
address underlying causes of the behavior, and unfairly targets a wide range of
students. Using empirical data, anecdotal evidence, and original case studies, the
purpose of this paper is to establish more definitively the inherent problems in a
punitive approach and investigate more thoroughly the idea of using principles and
methods of differentiation as a possible alternative to more effectively deal with
challenging student behavior.
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"To innocent children whose stifled struggles to succeed have been misinterpreted."
Dr. Mel Levine,

Educational Care: A System for Understanding and Helping Children with Learning
Differences at Home and at School
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Rationale
Not long ago, many people believed that a student lacked intelligence or was
not adequately motivated when he was struggling in the classroom. Words like
"dumb" and "lazy" were commonplace in education. Fortunately, we have come a
long way in identifying the true nature of academic challenges. We understand now
that factors like attention controls, processing speed, visual and spatial ordering,
even neuromuscular function, all play a pivotal role in academic functioning.
Unfortunately, we have not made this same progress in the area of student behavior.
When we experience acting out behaviors in the classroom, our conclusion still
seems to be that the student is "bad" or "misbehaving."
Take literacy, for example. In this day and age, it is hard to imagine a teacher
saying, "A student is struggling with reading? Just put a really hard book down in
front of him and he'll eventually get it." Rather, we attempt to structure the
classroom environment in a way that ensures success for all kids. We try to provide
clear, explicit instruction. We check for understanding. We offer supports for
struggling learners. We make sure kids know assignment guidelines. We try to
incorporate student strengths wherever and whenever possible. We help students
construct knowledge around big, abstract ideas-to name only a few strategies. Yet
we still tend to say, "A student is acting out? Just put him in the corner to think
about it and he'll eventually learn." I believe that this kind of punitive approach
punishes a plethora of students-from kinesthetic learners and kids with cultural
differences, to students struggling academically and even those with clinical
conditions-and it does nothing to address the underlying causes of the behavior.
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Introduction
Hall, Strangman, & Meyer (2003) describe differentiated instruction as the
process of enhancing learning by matching student characteristics to methods of
instruction and modes of assessment. They argue that differentiated instruction
allows all students access to the same curricular content by providing multiple entry
points, learning activities, and outcomes that are tailored to individual needs. They
argue, furthermore, that differentiated instruction is not a single strategy, but rather
an approach that incorporates multiple and varied strategies.
We talk about this kind of differentiation all the time when discussing
academic instruction and learning. When a student is struggling with literacy, for
example, we ask questions about why this is occurring: Are there decoding
problems? Is there an issue with slow processing? Is lack of fluency a contributing
factor? Does working memory play a role? We take time gathering information,
generating answers to these questions, strategizing, developing and implementing
supports for that student.
Conversely, when a student is acting out in the classroom we are quick to
characterize it as misbehavior and respond punitively, without taking any of the
possible contributing factors into consideration or reacting with logical
consequences (Nichols, 1992). In my opinion, this is wrong and often
counterproductive. When we experience challenging student behavior, I think it
makes more sense to ask these same types of questions: Are there cultural or
socioeconomic differences that need to be considered? Is there an underlying
academic struggle? Are there attention deficit or hyperactivity issues? Are peer
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relationships playing a role? Are there extenuating circumstances at home? I believe
this is the only way to obtain the information necessary to understand the true
nature of these challenges, respond appropriately, and develop effective
interventions.
In the same way Hall, Strangman, & Meyer argue that differentiated
instruction can enhance student learning, I believe that we can enhance student
conduct by applying these same principles and methods. My goal in this project is to
provide both an argument and a model for applying principles and methods of
differentiation to address challenging student behavior.

Outline of Project
The idea of differentiating instruction to accommodate individual learners is
a current focus in many schools-both public and private. Yet even in the most
progressive, child-centered settings, there are still occasions in which students are
reprimanded for behavior that speaks more to cultural differences, academic
struggles, and physical challenges than it does to any character flaws. As a result, the
way in which schools deal with student behavior has been a recurrent theme
throughout much of my graduate work. I have often wondered why we talk so
frequently about accommodating individual learners when it comes to academic
instruction, but rarely when it comes to behavior. I have often wondered why
schools still seem to have a one-size-fits-all approach to behavior, in which students
are asked to leave the room, sent to the principal's office, given detention, or worse,
for simply doing what comes naturally to them.
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This is not at all to say that consequences are never warranted. In fact, I
would argue there are times when a behaviorist approach will be more effective
than a constructivist approach. My feeling is that we should not jump to conclusions,
react too quickly, or assume that punishments are always the answer. My feeling is
that we should approach student behavior with a critical eye, just as we do academic
challenges, and that we should take time to consider the individual, the source of the
problem, and contributing factors, so we can better understand the true nature of
the issues, come up with logical consequences, and work collaboratively with the
student toward real solutions.
Here, I will examine three case studies based on my own actual field
experiences in a variety of different schools. These case studies involve three issues,
in particular, which I believe frequently precipitate and exacerbate what appears on
the surface to be an acting out behavior: cultural differences, academic challenges,
and clinical issues. Through both anecdotal evidence and empirical data, I hope to
make an argument in favor of applying principles and methods of differentiation in
each case. Finally, my goal is to use this information to develop a functional model
which might provide a more efficient and systematic means of using differentiation
to address challenging student behavior. Although the students' names, and in some
cases ages, have been changed, I believe that this approach can be applied at any
grade level and in any setting. Different questions may be necessary in different
situations and different developmental factors may have to be considered. However,
the fundamental premise that we should address the underlying causes of
challenging behavior, rather than punish the behaviors, remains the same.
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A Description of the School
The setting could be any one of many private schools located in affluent
neighborhoods in and around New York City. In the progressive tradition, many of
these schools encourage social justice and advocacy through an integrated, social
studies-based curriculum. Science, mathematics, reading and writing, even the arts,
are all tied to studies that focus on the relationship between peoples and their
environment. Key concepts used to illustrate these relationships, such as similarities
and differences, interdependence, cooperation, causality and change, are introduced
in developmentally-appropriate ways.
There are typically about twenty-two students in each of what are
considered general education classrooms. However, this is by no means a
homogeneous student population. Although many of the students are from wealthy
families who live in the immediate neighborhood and can afford the costly tuition, in
the interest of diversity, these schools actively seek to admit students from different
educational, ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic backgrounds. This means that life at
home for a child traveling to school from an impoverished section of the city will
differ dramatically from that of the child of a hedge fund manager who walks with a
nanny around the corner to school. This dichotomy complicates many aspects of
daily instruction, including discussions and expectations surrounding the
"classroom community," which are usually a staple at these kinds of schools. This
dynamic also makes for a wide variety of skill-levels and learning styles in each
classroom.
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Although much of the curriculum is set in progressive tradition and has been
in place for many years, I would not describe it as a fixed curriculum. Teachers have
a fair amount oflatitude when introducing their own ideas and instructional
materials. For example, a teacher would not be discouraged from planting a garden
in his classroom to study the importance of sustainable farming, or having students
participate in a charitable cause to underscore the importance of activism. What is
generally discouraged in this kind of setting is an excess of teacher-directed
instruction and overemphasis of school policy and protocols that govern such things
as classroom management, behavior, and discipline. This becomes significant when
one considers the nature of the student population and the structure of a typical
school day.
On any given day, students in such settings may be exposed to as many as
seven or eight different teachers. This includes core classroom teachers and
specialists, but does not include additional staff members who help provide
coverage for periods like lunch and recess. Each of these teachers brings with them
into their pedagogy a different personality, demeanor, philosophy, and set of
expectations. Merritt and Culatta (1998) note that this places numerous and varied
demands on students-particularly those with language disabilities, attentional
issues, and behavioral challenges.

Introduction to Case Study 1: Lawrence
In an article entitled, "Are Schools Ready for Joshua?" Gwendolyn WebbJohnson (2002) describes "vervistic" learners. Lawrence (pseudonym) could be
described as vervistic. He is loud, boisterous, strong-willed, contrary, and full of
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exuberance. In fact, many describe Lawrence as a distraction, and even a bad
influence. Most agree that he has an overabundance of misguided energy. On the
other hand, these very same personality traits make Lawrence something of a
natural-born leader. Lawrence has a big, booming voice, both figuratively and
literally, and when he speaks, he commands the attention of teachers and compels
classmates to follow.
Lawrence loves to engage in behavior that is deemed unsafe during recess,
and he refuses to listen to his teachers when he is instructed to stop. Instead, he
becomes oppositional and questions why teachers insist it is unsafe. For example,
Lawrence tends to be a bit more creative with hula-hoops than classmates who
merely sway their hips to and fro. Lawrence enjoys tying several jump ropes to the
hula-hoop before stepping inside. Then he invites his friends to hang on to the ropes
while he pulls them around the playground, until one of the supervising teachers
admonishes him and tells him to stop. The real problems occur when Lawrence
begins cross-examining his teachers about why this game should stop and why this
is not the way hula-hoops are meant to be used exactly, before hurling some
expletives and marching off in a huff.
Unfortunately, Lawrence disengages with most other school activities. He
appears disinterested in his academic work and does not contribute positively to the
classroom community. For example, he refuses to keep his cubby clean and the mess
often encroaches on neighboring cub bi es. Lawrence insists that most of what he is
learning in school is unimportant and does not relate at all to his life. This has
resulted in a bad attitude which he flaunts openly.
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In fact, Lawrence is seemingly so indifferent about reading, writing, rules and
regulations, that he once brought a spent .36 caliber shell casing he found near a
sewer grate by his home into school for a classroom assignment. This is when the
discussion turns to detention, and the possibility of emotional-behavioral disorder
(EBO) labels. When asked to account for his behavior, Lawrence typically has little
more to say than, "School is stupid."

Initial description of the case. Lawrence is a thirteen-year-old AfricanAmerican male. He is the oldest of four children and comes from a low-income,
single-parent household. He shares a modest two-bedroom apartment with his
mother, grandmother, and three siblings. Although recess is a setting where
Lawrence frequently runs into trouble, for me one classroom incident illustrates
more dramatically than any other the need for schools to abandon "status quo
paradigms" (p. 653), as Webb-Johnson puts it, that work against students like him.
The students in Lawrence's classroom were asked to bring in an object they
felt represented their life outside of school. I recall kids bringing in Pokemon cards,
a copy of their favorite video game, a pair of hockey skates, a lift ticket from a recent
ski outing, even photographs of their country homes. For his "life object," Lawrence
brought in the spent shell casing. I remember Lawrence looking defeated, even
somewhat embarrassed, when his teachers brought the shell casing to the attention
of administration. In this particular situation, his mother was called in and the shell
casing was confiscated after the school decided the nature of the object precluded it
from being shown in class.
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Looking back from my current perspective, I wonder how it must have felt
for Lawrence to have the school validate every student's life object but his ownparticularly when it captured more poetically than any other the essence of a child's
life outside of school, in my opinion. It brings to mind the insight Webb-Johnson
characterizes as "brilliant" when she relates the story of "Father John's" cough
syrup, a bitter, viscous liquid in a box decorated with a well-dressed, mustache-clad
European-American apothecary from the 1930's. After his mother gives him the
awful concoction, Joshua questions why there are no medicines bearing the name of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. or Malcolm X, because in his opinion, "It's got to taste
better than this" (p. 653). Here, Webb-Johnson seeks to underscore what she refers
to as the monocultural nature of our society-including our school system.

Initial discussion of the case. Where students like Lawrence are concerned,
Webb-Johnson argues that schools need to adopt "new paradigms, based on the
integrity and strength inherent in [their] background and experiences," paradigms
that "embrace" their "critical thinking and acute observations about life" (p. 653).
After reading Webb-Johnson's article, I found myself asking questions like, "Who's to
say, really, how hula-hoops are actually meant to be used?" I can only guess my own
concept of proper hula-hoop usage must come from old footage of Frankie Avalon
and Annette Funicello movies. I am fairly certain Lawrence did not have this same
point-of-reference in his memory bank. What I do believe Lawrence had are the kind
of "home and community environments" Webb-Johnson describes, which "affirm
and encourage movement, exploration, inquiry, and sometimes challenge" (p. 654).
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In my opinion, this is why Lawrence never hesitated to ask the "persistent
questions," or challenge his teachers to explain "why he might not be allowed to
continue engaging in a forbidden activity" (p. 654). I feel that instead of considering
his questions seriously, many of Lawrence's teachers simply found it easier to send
him out of the classroom. Just like the Joshua Webb-Johnson describes, I can only
imagine how often Lawrence must wonder "why every time he asks a question, his
teacher tells him to calm down or take a trip to the principal's office" (p. 654).
I believe that Lawrence's case represents precisely the type of situation
Webb-Johnson portrays as resulting in "high rates of discipline, referral,
suspensions, and [EBO] placement patterns experienced by African-American
males" (p. 655). Webb-Johnson characterizes our "challenge in meeting the needs of
the diverse children and youth in general and special education settings" as
"monumental" (p. 654), especially for "those children who are poor, of color, live in
urban areas, and demonstrate behavioral/ emotional disorders." This seems clear.

Introduction to Case Study 2: Leonard
I was sitting at my desk when I was startled by a loud sound, the sound of
someone falling, perhaps, or a frightened student screaming at a large bug in the
hallway. I turned my head only slightly before I espied from my peripheral vision a
flash of color speed past the door. I stood up from my chair as quickly as I could and
stuck my head through the open doorway in the direction of the fleeing figure.
"Hey, hey ...remember to walk, please!" I barked, hoping a simple reminder
would prevent any accident. As the figure slowed, I recognized the silhouette as a
student. I stepped into the hallway just to make sure everything was all right.
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"What's going on? Is everything okay?" I inquired. As the figure turned, I
immediately realized that this wasn't just any student-it was Leonard
(pseudonym).
Only after Leonard turned to face me could I fully appreciate the mess he had
made of himself. His face was covered in paint. It was in his hair, in his ears, running
down his neck and dripping from his arms and hands. The only things that I could
readily distinguish were the whites of his eyes as he looked down guiltily at the
floor. "Leonard ...what happened?" I winced, already wary of the ensuing response.
"I got sent out of Art again," he sighed shamefully.
"I can see that," I replied empathetically, "but what on earth happened?"
"It was an accident! I swear! As we were cleaning up ..."
I had to stop him there. I had heard the story a hundred times. "Come on,
Leonard, let's go clean up," I exhaled.

Initial description of the case. Leonard is an effervescent, inexhaustible
eleven-year-old. He is endlessly curious and undeniably charming, but like a Shar
Pei puppy, he is often fumbling and tripping over his own skin. Leonard is the older
of two children. Comparatively, his younger sister has a much easier time in school.
Leonard is clearly aware of this, and it seems to feed his anxiety and sense of
inadequacy.
Leonard's parents are highly educated, successful professionals who are
intimately invested and involved in his education. So much so, in fact, that in
Leonard's presence they will often prod teachers, saying things like, "Let us know if
Leonard is slacking off and we'll get on him at home." To his parents' chagrin,
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running down the hallway, engaging in mischievous and reckless behavior, yapping
and howling at the top of his lungs, and generally making a spectacle of himself has
become commonplace for Leonard. Today was different only in that it involved all of
the above.
Leonard does excel at other things, like sports. He is a team member in an
organized soccer league. In fact, he often comes to school dressed in his jersey,
shorts, and shin protectors. He loves to spend valuable class time spinning tall tales
of last minute goals, final second saves, and victory laps around the stadium. His
teachers are constantly reminding him not to bother his classmates during work
time. This also means, unfortunately, that while Leonard should be having fun
playing group games in gym class, he instead becomes overly invested in the
competitive side of the game. Leonard frequently becomes so frustrated with the
prospects of losing that he throws a tantrum, quits, and storms off without the
teacher's permission.

Initial discussion of the case. When I encountered Leonard in the hallway,
he had that same dejected look I had seen so many times before when he would
show up unannounced at my office door after being sent out of the classroom for
being disruptive. As was typical, I talked to Leonard about listening to his teachers. I
tried to explain to Leonard in a supportive, non-judgmental way that I understood
him, even shared some of the same characteristics when I was his age. Of course, I
would also attempt to explain to Leonard that it was imperative for him to be more
careful-even if he could be excused for having an accident from time to time.
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During these Life Space Crisis Interventions (LSCI), as defined by Long,
Feeser and Wood (2001), I was essentially trying to "convey support and
understanding of the student's stress and start the student talking about the
incident" (p. 8). This was the short-term goal. The long-term goal was to help
Leonard "understand the feelings that drive [his] behavior, help him "become more
realistic and responsible for [his] behavior," and teach him "prosocial behaviors that
[would] enable [him] to function successfully" (p. 5). Although my intentions were
certainly good, I might have been overlooking a few important factors and necessary
steps.
I felt strongly that if I could just convince Leonard to listen to a teacher's first
reminder, rather than precipitate a third, fourth, and fifth reminder, life in school
would be so much easier for him. However, there may have been another distinct
possibility. Perhaps this was not a case of Leonard choosing to ignore his teachers,
or even a receptive language problem. Perhaps these negative consequences were
precisely what he wanted.

Introduction to Case Study 3: Lillian
Lillian (pseudonym) seems to love to be the center of attention, and not
because she's doing exceptional hand-raising or asking great questions. It's because
she is making silly sounds, funny faces, and playing footsie with her neighbor. When
redirected by a teacher, Lillian will often ape the teacher's mannerisms and mimic
the teacher's voice. This image is precisely what comes to mind first when I think of
Lillian. I can almost see the contorted expression on her face and hear her
exaggerated snickering-"Lillian, I've asked you to stop that three times."
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I can almost picture Lillian at the time-out table in the hallway during snack
time after finally being asked to leave the classroom for refusing to listen. Lillian
could often be found sitting alone at this table with her small can of sweetened
pears, dipping her fingers into the heavy syrup and placing an index finger into each
corner of her mouth to make faces at other students transitioning by in the hallway
on their way to Music, or perhaps Art class.
Where Lillian is concerned, the conversation is often focused on a lack of selfregulation skills, an abundance of disrespectful behavior, and the possibility of
attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Unfortunately, it is difficult for
Lillian's teachers to engage her parents in this conversation. They seem unreceptive
to recommendations from the school. Even convincing them to pack snacks for
Lillian that contain less sugar seems inconceivable. Also disheartening is the fact
that so much of the discussion surrounding Lillian is focused on her challenging
behavior, there is little room left to talk about possible supports that might serve to
alleviate some of it.

Initial description of the case. Lillian is a "colorful," charismatic sevenyear-old. She loves to come barreling into the classroom in the morning, greet her
friends, read the morning message on the whiteboard, and discover what the warmup activity is going to be, although she rarely finishes it. One of the most difficult
periods for Lillian is morning meeting. Morning meeting comes right after arrival
and morning warm-up, and typically lasts twenty to thirty minutes. Based on my
observations, two aspects of morning meeting are particularly problematic for
Lillian: the seating arrangement and the location of the meeting area itself.
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The meeting area is located directly adjacent to a wall of windows. Lillian's
meeting seat happens to be on a bench facing one of those windows. This means that
even when Lillian is instructed to look directly at the teacher and the whiteboard,
immediately over the teacher's shoulder is a large window. As a result, there are
countless occasions when Lillian is distracted not only by visual stimuli, but aural
stimuli as well. The sound of a siren, a baby crying, or boisterous laughter on the
street often prompts Lillian to stand up, trip over her classmates on the morning
rug, and rush right over to the window to see what is happening.
Typically, Lillian's teachers will tell her to "take a break" in the "quiet area."
However, the quiet area is located merely steps from her meeting seat. As a result,
Lillian can still continue to carry on a conversation with her friends if she chooses,
or be distracted by activity going on in the group. There is no separation of the quiet
area from the rest of the classroom; there are no surrounding borders and an
abundance of stuffed animals cluttering this area often results in further distraction.
Another option teachers pursue is to remove Lillian entirely from the
classroom. Lillian is often sent to a small time-out table located in the hallway right
outside of the classroom. One problem with this option is the inability of teachers to
sufficiently monitor Lillian. The hallway itself, full of displays, recycling bins,
climbing boxes, and doorways, offers a completely new set of potential distractions
for Lillian. So in this way, sending Lillian into the hallway often becomes
counterproductive, and actually reduces the likelihood of her self-monitoring her
behavioral output.
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Initial discussion of the case. In an article entitled, "Arranging the
Classroom with an Eye (and Ear) to Students with ADHD," Eric Carbone (2001)
explains, "The literature on environmental accommodations for children with ADHD
focuses almost exclusively on curricular adaptations, revamped instructional styles,
and cognitive behavior training" (p. 72).
Like so many classrooms in a wide variety of different school settings,
Lillian's is an "open classroom" structure, which allows students freedom of
movement, among other things. Nevertheless, Carbone cites critics who describe
"these more open models as psychologically damaging or noisy and visually
distracting" (p. 73). Carbone argues, "We need alternative structural responses to
manage students with hyperactive symptoms" (p. 73). Moreover, Carbone insists
that if a teacher is going to designate a stimuli-reduced area for children who are
fidgety, easily distracted, or overly aroused, it must be an "isolated
peninsula ...surrounded on three sides by bookcases or other 'obstacles,"' and clear
of any "overly-stimulating visual information so as to prevent overload" (p. 7 4 ).
Regarding these structural responses for children with hyperactivity and
attention challenges, Carbone suggests that one of the first things a teacher should
do is "Remove the child from potentially distracting areas, such as near windows"
(p. 73). Also important, according to Carbone, is the need to, "Surround the child
with ADHD with well-behaved, attentive classmates" (p. 73). This is not currently
the case for Lillian. There are bench neighbors on either side of Lillian that
frequently distract her. These classmates often engage Lillian in side conversations
and physical play during meeting time, advances Lillian has a hard time rejecting.
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Carbone writes, "Although the effect of physical design has received attention
for children with sensory and physical disabilities, populations of students with
ADHD can also profit from structural interventions" (p. 72). More importantly,
Carbone claims these "classroom accommodations are simple to implement,
practical, and require little time and effort" (p. 72). The positive impact of physical
classroom design for children with sensory and physical disabilities seems well
documented. Carbone adds, "The limited studies that examine the effect of physical
classroom design changes on ADHD behavior of students reported a significant
reduction in the frequency and duration of nonattending incidents" (p. 72). In my
opinion, such environmental and structural changes could be a more promising way
of addressing Lillian's challenging behavior.

The Idea Behind Using Differentiation to Address Student Behavior
Although I have included in this paper a variety of research materials to
address specific issues related to my study, two resources were particularly
important. The first is Lost at School by Ross W. Greene (2008). In this book, Greene
argues that a punitive approach to challenging behavior is inadequate, ineffective,
and at times wholly inappropriate. Greene makes the case eloquently from both a
philosophical and a practical perspective. For these reasons, I felt that it would be a
good text to use as a premise for this project. My plan is to then build on this
premise, using original case studies and my own personal experiences, to illustrate
some of the issues Greene raises. My goal is not to suggest that I have found all of the
answers, but rather to make the case that we should at least begin asking the right
questions.
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The second is an Effective Classroom Practices Report entitled, "Differentiated
Instruction and Implications for UDL Implementation," written by Tracey Hall,
Nicole Strangman, and Anne Meyer (2003). Although there is now a considerable
amount of research and information available on differentiation, I wanted to use this
particular report for a couple of reasons. Similar to Greene's work, I felt that the
report addressed both philosophical and practical aspects of differentiation.
Additionally, I decided the clear and straightforward way in which the authors
describe, define, and deliver a working model for differentiation made it particularly
useful for my purposes here.
In my opinion, few people have pointed out the inherent problems in a
punitive approach to challenging behavior and underscored the need for alternative
methods more succinctly and eloquently than Greene. The following are excerpts
from Lost at School, which I believe highlight this. First, Greene writes:
"School discipline is broken. Not surprisingly, tightening
the vise grip hasn't worked. A task force of the American
Psychological Association ... concluded that zero-tolerance
policies, which were intended to reduce violence and behavior
problems in our schools, have instead achieved the opposite
effect" (p. ix).
Greene indicates that longitudinal research spanning a decade or more reveals,
"These policies have not only failed to make schools safe or more effective in
handling student behavior, but have actually increased behavior problems and
dropout rates" (p. ix). Greene specifically cites disciplinary actions like expulsions,
suspensions, and detentions in his discussion of failed policies. I uncovered
additional information and statistical data during the course of my own research,
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which further underscores the ineffective and even biased nature of these policies.
That information is included in later sections of this paper.
In a more practical sense, Greene argues that kids with behavioral challenges
"lack important thinking skills," and that this is "an idea supported by research in
the neurosciences over the past thirty years" (p. 7). He describes kids with a wide
range of issues, from those who are simply "aggressive and have difficulty getting
along with people," to those diagnosed clinically with "ADHD, mood and anxiety
disorders, oppositional defiant disorder, conduct disorder, and [even] languageprocessing disorders" (p. 7). I appreciate how Greene frames the discussion here in
familiar terms, like that of any other cognitive function. Greene goes on to write:
"The thinking skills involved aren't in the traditional academic
domains-reading, writing, and arithmetic-but rather in domains
such as regulating one's emotions, considering the outcomes of one's
actions before one acts, understanding how one's behavior is affecting
other people, having the words to let people know something's
bothering you, and responding to changes in plan in a flexible manner.
In other words, these kids have a developmental delay, a learning
disability of sorts" (p. 7).
To me, this point is key. Not only do I agree entirely with Greene's assertion, I
think that it is one of the more compelling reasons to reconsider disciplinary
approaches that punish students for lacking requisite skills, and move toward
approaches that might help such students develop these skills. Like Greene, I
wonder why we are quick to provide accommodations and supports for kids with
traditional academic delays, but reluctant to consider these same supports for kids
with behavioral challenges. It likely has much to do with the emotional toll this
behavior takes on the teacher. Greene points out, "Half of teachers leave the
profession within their first four years," and explains, "kids with behavioral
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challenges and their parents are cited as one of the major reasons" (p. ix). So the
frustration of working with this particular population is obvious.
However, in my opinion, this is only one more reason to try something
different. "How do we help kids with traditional developmental delays?" (p. 8),
Greene asks rhetorically. He suggests:
"First, we assess the factors that are interfering with
skill acquisition and then provide specialized instruction
to teach them the skills they're lacking in increments they
can handle. When you treat challenging kids as if they have
a developmental delay and apply the same compassion and
approach you would use with any other learning disability,
they do a lot better" (p. 8).
I thought that one way to accomplish this might be to apply some of the same
principles and methods we use for traditional academic delays-namely
differentiation. Based on my own personal experience, I agree with Greene that
challenging kids tend to do much better in a supportive, understanding
environment. I have certainly seen how a punitive approach to challenging behavior
can be at once inefficient, ineffective, and inappropriate. Greene concludes:
"Continue treating them as if they're unmotivated, manipulative,
attention-seeking, limit-testing... continue relying heavily on
consequences to address their difficulties, well, they often don't do
better. That's because consequences don't teach kids the thinking
skills they lack or solve the problems that set the stage for challenging
behavior" (p. 8).
Personally, I agree with Greene when he argues that we have been "zealously
overapplying consequences to kids with behavioral challenges ...because we didn't
realize they had a developmental delay" (p. 8). So this project represents my
attempt to actually heed Greene's advice-by applying principles and methods of
differentiation to address challenging student behavior.
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Hall et al (2003) define differentiated instruction as "a teaching theory based
on the premise that instructional approaches should vary and be adapted in relation
to individual and diverse students in classrooms" (p. 2). The authors explain, "The
model of differentiated instruction requires teachers to be flexible in their approach
to teaching and adjust the curriculum and presentation of information to learners
rather that expecting students to modify themselves for the curriculum" (p. 2). If the
goal is, as the authors assert, to reduce barriers and help more students in diverse
classrooms experience success, it would make sense to apply a similar model when
addressing challenging behavior in order to achieve comparable results.
I found several aspects of this Effective Classroom Practices Report
particularly helpful. It not only examines the theory and research behind
differentiation, universal design for learning (UDL), and the relationship between
the two, it provides a clear definition of the constructs, breaks the process down
into its component parts, and even provides samples of possible curricular
applications. For these reasons, I felt that it was uniquely suited to my needs. Hall et
al go on to describe differentiated instruction as "a process [ofJ teaching and
learning for students of differing abilities," and explain further that "to differentiate
instruction is to recognize students' varying background knowledge, readiness,
language, preferences in learning and interests; and to react responsively" (p. 3). In
my opinion, this part of the definition is particularly relevant to student behavior.
For example, I believe that socioeconomic and cultural differences can often
make it very difficult for a student to function successfully within disparate home
and school environments. Language alone can create profound barriers here. These
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barriers are only reinforced when we assume students should be able to
automatically and effortlessly switch between the highly contextualized language to
which they are exposed at home, and the more formalized technical language they
must navigate at school.
I believe that this concept of readiness is also intrinsically tied to student
behavior. For example, I feel that it is unrealistic to expect that a student with ADHD
should be able to sit still and attend to tasks for prolonged periods of time. As a
result, I don't think that it makes sense to punish that student when he is unable to
do so. Similarly, I think that it is unrealistic to assume that a student from a broken
home growing up in an impoverished neighborhood amidst gang violence will
somehow instinctively know how to resolve conflict in a positive, productive way.
Subsequently, I don't believe that it makes sense to punish that student when his
behavior suggests he does not possess requisite strategies.
Where learning preferences and interests are concerned, it does not surprise
me when a student struggling with graphomotor function engages in avoidance
behaviors during a writing period. In my opinion, it is unrealistic to expect that he
will prefer risking frustration and repeated failure, particularly in the absence of any
supports. Therefore, if the "intent of differentiating instruction is to maximize each
student's growth and individual success by meeting each student where he or she is
and assisting in the learning process" (p. 3), I see great potential in taking this same
approach to deal with challenging behavior.
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The Problem with EBD Labels and a Punitive Approach
When discussing special education placement in their article, "Discarding the
Deficit Model," authors Beth Harry and Janette Klingner (2007) indicate, "The
highest incidence of disproportionate minority-group placement are also those
categories whose criteria are based on clinical judgment: Educable Mental
Retardation, Emotional / Behavioral Disorders, and Learning Disability" (p. 2). In
my opinion, of these three classifications the most ambiguous and problematic has
to be Emotional/ Behavioral Disorders (EBO).
Although Educable Mental Retardation (EMR) and Learning Disabilities (LD)
do not involve biologically verifiable conditions like visual or hearing impairments,
Harry and Klingner point out that EMR is "the more severe category," and explain
that a diagnosis of LD is at least intended to identify a "specific, not generalized,
learning disability" (p. 2). While there are clearly discrepancies in how these labels
are assigned disproportionately to minority groups, it seems to me that the scale of
an EMR classification and the specificity of a LD diagnosis offer at least a
rudimentary sense of clarity. I do not believe this is the case with an EBO label.
Harry and Klingner explain, "To qualify for the EBO label, a student must
display 'inappropriate behaviors' to a 'marked degree' and for a 'length of time"'
(p. 3). To say these criteria are subjective would be an understatement. The
language alone is replete with relativity and ambiguity. In fact, the authors cite the
case of a 2nd grade African-American boy to highlight this point. One teacher
indicated that behavior related to poor self-concept occurred "excessively," or more
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than 50 percent of the time, while a different teacher indicated these same
behaviors were occurring "seldom," or less than 10 percent of the time (p. 3).
Also salient are questions about the relative "appropriateness" of a student's
behavior. Can and should we consider socioeconomics, cultural factors, and family
dynamics, for example, before we interpret and judge a student's behavior? WebbJohnson reminds us that African-American children are often "socialized to be active
and dynamic learners" (p. 654). Poverty and divorce are two more issues that come
immediately to mind when I think about factors impacting students and their
learning. Webb-Johnson argues that only when teachers consider such information
are they prepared to "develop and implement more positive programming" that
plays to "the strengths of these youths" (p. 654).
Additionally, Harry and Klingner point out that the EBO label "grew by 500
percent between 197 4 and 1998" (National Research Council, 2002). In light of such
staggering numbers, is it reasonable or even realistic to think that we can carry this
kind of deficit model into the 21st century? Harry and Klingner characterize it this
way, "Beyond the fact [that] these processes affect minorities unduly, the steady and
dramatic increase in the use of disability labels in our schools is a cause for serious
concern. The figures are startling" (p. 5). It seems clear our current approach is
unsustainable, at best. Moreover, I think that one could make the argument that a
deficit model is, and has always been, inherently flawed. Harry and Klingner argue:
"The truth is that the law's provision of disability categories
for students who have learning and behavioral difficulties has
become a way for schools to dodge their responsibility to provide
high quality general education. The deficit model is based on the
normative development of students whose homes and communities
have prepared them for schooling long before they enter school" (p. 5).
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To presuppose such things for all students is clearly absurd, and unfair, in my
opinion. Lawrence, Leonard, and Lillian represent only three cases that exemplify
why such assumptions are problematic. Lawrence's neighborhood community
differs dramatically from that of the school community. Leonard's home is currently
broken. Lillian's parents are unwilling to consider the school's perspective on issues
related to her learning. I address these aspects of the case studies in greater detail in
later sections of this paper. Reid and Valle (2004) pose this question, "Why can't we
see students' difficulties as 'human variation' rather than pathology?" I feel that we
should be asking the same question when discussing challenging student behavior.

The Argument for a Differentiated Approach to Address Challenging Behavior
Hall et al describe differentiated instruction as "an instructional process that
has excellent potential to positively impact learning by offering teachers a means to
provide instruction to a range of students in today's classroom situations" (p. 6).
They go on to introduce the theory and research behind UDL, and examine the link
between UDL and differentiated instruction. The authors explain how UDL methods
and materials may be used "to support the implementation of differentiated
instruction" (p. 7). As a reader, I felt that this was very helpful, and it is one of the
reasons I wanted to use this particular report as a resource.
Hall et al explain how it was an architectural movement that inspired the
concept of UD L. This universal design movement addressed a growing call to
anticipate and accommodate the needs of individuals with disabilities when
designing structures. Although universally designed structures improved usability
for individuals with disabilities, the authors point out that these developments
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provided countless benefits for all users. They cite curb cuts as just one example.
Curb cuts were initially intended to facilitate travel for individuals in wheelchairs.
However, this redesign has proved beneficial for everyone from the aged and young
children, to people pushing strollers and riding bicycles. "And so," the authors argue,
"designing for individuals with disabilities has led to improved usability for
everyone" (p. 7).
I can envision how providing supports for students with behavioral
challenges could potentially benefit other students in a similar fashion. Teaching
mindfulness techniques in Lawrence's classroom might represent one such example.
Although this strategy would be designed to help Lawrence develop his ability to
slow down and think before acting, simple breathing and visualizing techniques
could enhance concentration for others in the classroom, as well. Another example
of this might be environmental adaptations meant to support Lillian. A simple
strategy designed to reduce potential distractions for Lillian, like closing window
blinds, could conceivably improve everyone's ability to focus during quiet work
times, for example.
Like differentiation, UDL "calls for the design of curricula with the needs of
all students in mind, so that methods, materials, and assessment are usable by all"
(p. 7). Contrarily, Hall et al argue, "Traditional curricula present a host of barriers
that limit students' access to information and learning," and that of these barriers,
"printed text is particularly notorious" (p. 7). The authors explain that in this
environment, "a student without a well-developed ability to see, decode, attend to,
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or comprehend printed text is compelled to adapt" (p. 7). Unfortunately, for
students without these well-developed abilities, maladaptive behavior often results.
In precisely the same way, I believe that punitive responses to challenging
behavior are equally as narrow and problematic as printed text, and that of these
responses, punishments like detention are particularly notorious. In my own case
studies, I consistently found that a punitive approach to challenging behavior was
counterproductive and led to illogical consequences. In some instances, it actually
exacerbated the situation. Furthermore, this approach inherently targeted students
with underlying issues, which were left unaddressed as a result. In my opinion,
these cases illustrate why it is important to identify underlying causes of challenging
behavior, so particular strategies can be designed to target specific skills.
I have had the privilege of working with a broad span of grade levels within a
wide range of different schools. As a result, I have had the unique opportunity to
observe students in a variety of settings, view a vast array of classroom practices,
and watch kids grow through numerous and varied developmental stages. I have
listened to important questions when they are asked and I have heard important
information when it is discussed. Through all of these experiences, I have come to
several conclusions. First, applying the same consequences for all students does not
work. Every situation is different and therefore requires a different approach. The
quickest and easiest solution may seem like issuing a punishment or sending a
student to the proverbial principal's office, but this does little in the long-term to
address actual problems and cultivate lasting solutions.
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Second, it is crucial to identify underlying causes of challenging behavior.
Treating the symptoms and not the cause typically serves only to reinforce the
behavior. Identifying specific skills a student may be lacking is the only way to
determine which supports are necessary, and how these can be implemented most
effectively. For example, where behaviorist methods might work for some students,
others may respond better to a constructivist approach, while environmental
adaptations will be most appropriate for yet another.
Third, considering a student's readiness and ability, interests and talents,
prior knowledge and learning profile, is an essential part of developing effective
strategies, and communicating with families is a key component of this process. In
every one of my case studies, information obtained from parents was instrumental
in identifying the underlying causes of challenging behavior and in determining the
best possible course of action. Furthermore, involving the family can be a way to
help bridge the gap between home and school for a student, which often gets in the
way of learning. Hall et al add, "By educating parents about the UD L activities going
on in the classroom, teachers can develop a support system of informed individuals
who can assist with and advocate for UDL instruction" (p. 20).
Finally, involving the student is crucial. Providing the student with some
ownership in the process not only increases his personal investment and
motivation, it cultivates the kind of self-awareness and metacognition necessary for
the student to become more self-reliant and capable of problem-solving on his own
in the future. In fact, research suggests that when students are personally invested
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in classroom activities they not only perform better academically, there is also a
marked decrease in disruptive behaviors (Gunter, Denny, & Venn, 2000).
Tomlinson (2001) explains that to become competent and comfortable with
differentiation, it is necessary to develop the ability to organize and focus learning
on essential concepts, understandings, and skills, see and reflect on individual
students as well as the group, search for insights about individual students, look
beyond actions and first impressions, diagnose student needs and design learning
experiences in response to those diagnoses, anticipate potential problems with an
activity or task and structure work to avoid these potential problems, share the
responsibility of teaching and learning with students, give students a voice, and
finally, see students in new ways and help them to see themselves in new ways.
Although this sounds like a lot to remember, I strongly believe that these very same
competencies are critical when dealing with challenging student behavior.

Building a Differentiated Model to Address Challenging Student Behavior
Defining a Differentiated Model
Hall et al discuss differentiation in the context of academic content areas in a
general education classroom setting. In discussing the history of differentiated
instruction, the authors explain that the initial application was to challenge students
classified as gifted and talented, who had seemingly advanced beyond the content
provided in the general education classroom. However, the authors point out that as
classrooms have become increasingly diverse, a differentiated approach to
instruction has been applied more and more at all levels and for students of all
abilities. They argue that differentiation holds great potential to "positively impact
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learning" because it offers teachers a means by which to provide instruction to a
wider range of students in diverse classrooms. Precisely because of this flexibility
and adaptability, I believe that these same principles and methods can be applied in
yet another context-with challenging behavior-and that the potential benefits in
this area are just as great.
Hall et al explain that the principles and guidelines of differentiated
instruction are rooted in the work of Lev Vygotsky (1978) and his zone of proximal
development (ZPD). This is why the range in which learning takes place and the
corresponding concept of "readiness" is such an integral part of a differentiated
model. Although the authors note that a lack of longitudinal studies regarding the
relatively new idea of differentiation has meant limited empirical validation, they
point out that evidence clearly supports the concept of ZPD. The authors cite
classroom research by Fisher et al (1980, in Tomlinson & Allan, 2000), which
demonstrated that "in classrooms where individuals were performing at a level of
about 80% accuracy, students learned more and felt better about themselves and
the subject area under study" (Hall et al, p.6). In my opinion, if we could achieve
similar results in the area of student behavior by applying these same principles and
methods, it would be a significant achievement.

Constructing a Working Model for Differentiation
Hall et al cite Tomlinson (2001) as identifying three key components that
guide differentiation: content, process, and products. The authors include a flow
chart entitled Learning Cycle and Decision Factors Used in Planning and
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2001) to illustrate how these three key components are interconnected. An exact
copy of this flow chart is included below:
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I believe that such a model could readily be modified for the purposes of developing
and implementing differentiated systems to deal with challenging student behavior.

Differentiating for content. In their discussion of differentiating for
content, Hall et al cover key features impacting learning. The authors first address
elements and materials used to support instructional content. Included in this
discussion are "acts, concepts, generalizations or principles, attitudes, and skills" (p.
3). The authors argue that the most significant aspect of differentiation here is
"access to the content" and "the manner in which students gain access to important
learning" (p. 3).
In her book How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed-Ability Classrooms,
Tomlinson (2001) writes, "It is difficult and somewhat unnatural to carve apart the
curricular elements of content, process, and product, because students process ideas
as they read content, think while they create products, and conjure ideas for
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products while they encounter ideas in the materials they use" (p. 72). Nevertheless,
Tomlinson asserts that differentiation is more manageable when broken down into
its component parts. She argues that differentiating content can be approached in
two ways. First, instructors can modify what they teach, and second, they can
modify how they provide students access to what they are expected to learn.
Tomlinson uses the example of fractions to illustrate the former. Tomlinson
explains, "If I ask some students to begin work with fractions in 3 rd grade, while
others are working hard to master division, I have differentiated what the students
are learning" (p. 72). "Similarly," she writes, "I may elect to assign students to
spelling based on their current spelling skills rather than having all students work
with a 4 th grade spelling program when some of the learners spell at a first grade
level and some at a high school level" (p. 72). To illustrate the latter, Tomlinson
explains, "I keep what students learn relatively the same and change how I give
them access to it if I encourage advanced students to read a novel rapidly and with
independence while I find additional time for struggling readers to read the same
novel, and use peer partners to support their reading as well" (p. 72).
Tomlinson uses typical subject matter here, like spelling and math
computation, to highlight areas where differentiation can and should be applied.
However, I see no reason why we couldn't apply some of these same principles in
the area of student behavior, when the needs and implications are just as great.
Rather than assume all students will implicitly understand behavioral expectations
and have the innate ability to act on this information, I think that it makes more
sense to acknowledge there will be variation in student ability here, as well, and
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approach behavior with the same mindset that we would during a math or spelling
task.
For example, I believe that it becomes problematic when we fail to recognize
that a student struggling with self-regulation will likely have a difficult time
following classroom rules like "Don't be Disruptive." I think that it is important for
us to anticipate that a student struggling with graphomotor function is probably
going to have a hard time abiding by community guidelines such as "Do your Work,"
especially during a writing period. Similarly, in my opinion, we should acknowledge
that dramatic differences between home and school environments often make it
difficult for students to express big, abstract concepts such as "Respect Yourself and
Others," in precisely the way that we would like.
I will address the implications of these assumptions and discuss how
principles and methods of differentiation might be applied in these situations in
greater detail later. My goal will be to employ some of the same strategies suggested
by authors of differentiation, such as clarifying key concepts, using assessment as a
teaching tool rather than a mere measure, and embracing critical and creative
thinking, to design instruction and develop supports around student behavior. As I
see it, this could be a more effective way to enhance student engagement and
increase opportunities for student success.

Differentiating for process. Key features highlighted in Hall et al's
discussion of differentiating for process include the careful organization and
selection of delivery methods for instruction, and the "grouping of students" (p. 4).
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The authors argue that these aspects of instruction "must be a dynamic process,
changing with the content, project, and on-going evaluations" (p. 4). I feel that this is
an important point because I believe that rigidity is just as problematic when it
involves teaching style, as it is when it involves a student's learning style.
Hall et al write, "To effectively operate a classroom using differentiated
instruction, teachers must carefully select organization and instructional delivery
strategies" (p. 4). They assert, "Designers of differentiated instruction view the
alignment of tasks with instructional goals and objectives as essential" (p. 4). They
explain further that these "objectives are frequently written in incremental steps
resulting in a continuum of skills-building tasks," and that "an objectives-driven
menu makes it easier to find the next instructional step for learners entering at
varying levels" (p. 4).
There is no question that students enter school with varying levels of ability,
academic and otherwise. Furthermore, they come into the classroom with an
incredibly wide range of circumstances, issues, and agendas. This, in my opinion,
makes it virtually impossible to apply a fixed set of behavioral expectations to all
students, and it is why I believe it makes more sense to scaffold behavior in the
same we do academic learning. I can envision how writing behavioral objectives in
incremental steps and providing a continuum of skill-building tasks might benefit a
whole host of learners, including the students in my case studies. Teachers could
still focus on the concepts, principles, and skills students must learn, but as Hall et al
explain, "The content of instruction should address the same concepts with all
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students, but the degree of complexity should be adjusted to suit diverse learners"
(p. 4). I am not sure why student behavior should be any exception.
Tomlinson (2001) discusses seventeen distinct strategies for managing a
differentiated classroom. The very first strategy Tomlinson suggests is to base
differentiated instruction on "student readiness, interest, and learning profile" (p.
32). I believe that this is just as important when dealing with student behavior as it
is with academic instruction. If you think about it, it would seem impossible to claim
we truly understand why a child acts the way he does without considering such
factors. So why would we purport to understand what kind of corrective discipline a
child needs without considering these same variables.
In my opinion, many of Tomlinson's strategies are perfectly suited to
addressing issues related to student behavior. Tomlinson recommends that a
teacher should time activities to support student success. For example, she suggests
that "when designing tasks for students with a strong interest and ability in a
particular area, allow a longer chunk of time ... than the amount of time planned for
tasks for students whose interest or talent in the same area is not as great" (p. 33). I
can see how the opposite might also be true, and how it might be beneficial to
provide students, like Lawrence, who struggle with organizational tasks more time
and resources during clean-up to enhance success, rather than insist the student is
acting out because he does not clean up after himself.
Tomlinson recommends that teachers "create and deliver instructions
carefully" (p. 35). This may sound obvious, but I do not think that it can be
overstated. Tomlinson explains how "giving multiple directions to the class as a
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whole is confusing and calls too much attention to who is doing what" (p. 35).
Tomlinson suggests, "a better alternative is creating and giving task cards or
assignment sheets to individuals or groups" (p. 35). She recommends that the
teacher make sure they have "thought through directions carefully, have anticipated
student problems, and have struck a balance between clarity and challenge" (p. 35).
I see another implication for behavior here. Tomlinson touches upon this
dilemma of calling "too much attention to who is doing what." Leonard, for example,
is constantly called out in front of his classmates. So much so, that I believe that kids
like him begin to expect very little of themselves. If it is true, as Tomlinson asserts,
that the key to kids reaching their goals "is their sense of success in those tasks" (p.
35), then it is clear we should approach behavior with the same care and discretion
we would academic instructions if we want to help students achieve their objectives.
This kind of approach would make sense in a case like Leonard's.
Tomlinson includes environmental recommendations as well, like
rearranging furniture, reducing stray movement, and minimizing noise. Although
she acknowledges there will inevitably be clamor in a classroom, particularly when
students are active, Tomlinson points out, "Some students are especially distracted
by noise" (p. 36). This brought Lillian immediately to mind, as these types of
distractions often precipitated and exacerbated her acting out behaviors. For these
students, Tomlinson suggests that "finding a section of the room somewhat removed
from the noise may be helpful," and that "a plastic headset with ear cuffs" or "earplugs such as those used on airplanes can make a difference as well" (p. 36). In
Lillian's case, I am aware of countless time-outs, hallway banishments, and playtime
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take-aways, but I am not aware of many attempts to try such environmental
adaptations, which I believe could have reduced the frequency and duration of her
behavioral episodes.
Nor did I often hear anyone ask the students what they felt might help them.
Tomlinson argues that it is important for us to "remember to involve students in
conversation about balancing their needs for conversation and concentration, and
let them help ... find other ways to retain both" (p. 36). I think that this would have
been advisable in every one of the case studies.

Differentiating for product. In their discussion of differentiating for
product, Hall et al highlight "initial and on-going assessment of student readiness
and growth" (p. 4) as essential. Most intriguing to me was the notion of "meaningful
pre-assessment," which the authors explain, "naturally leads to functional and
successful differentiation" (p. 4). It makes perfect sense that we would first need
information about a student before knowing what to reasonably expect from that
student, how to anticipate potential problems, and develop proactive strategies.
According to the authors, these assessments can include informal methods
such as interviews and surveys, as well as more formal evaluation procedures such
as standardized tests and measures. In any case, the authors argue that
"incorporating pre- and on-going assessment informs teachers so that they can
better provide a menu of approaches, choices, and scaffolds for the varying needs,
interests and abilities that exist in classrooms of diverse students" (p. 4). I know that
in working with the students highlighted in my case studies, everything from casual
conversation to simple observation and recording and even rudimentary functional
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behavior assessment was helpful in recognizing patterns and identifying specific
issues.
Hall et al also recommend that teachers "vary expectations and requirements
11

for student responses (p. 5). The authors insist that it is important "that different
students can demonstrate or express their knowledge and understanding in
11

different ways (p. 5). I believe that where academics are involved, this kind of
variation has become commonplace in the classroom. For example, students are
frequently given the choice to write a paragraph or draw a picture in order to
demonstrate reading comprehension. On the other hand, I have not often seen
teachers varying expectations and requirements for student behavior, or trying to
find alternative ways of allowing different students to express their knowledge and
understanding of the same behavioral constructs and codes of conduct.
Unlike academics, with behavior it's as if we expect every student to speak
the exact same language and act in an identical manner. It may seem like the easiest
approach, but I do not believe it's the most effective, or the fairest. Hall et al argue,
"A well-designed student product allows varied means of expression and alternative
procedures and offers varying degrees of difficulty, types of evaluation, and scoring

11

(p. 5). Unfortunately, I rarely hear of schools approaching student behavior with this
kind of care and flexibility.
Hall et al provide additional guidelines to make differentiation attainable. For
example, they suggest that teachers must "clarify key concepts and generalizations
(p. 5). They argue that this is necessary to ensure that all students gain adequate
understanding which serves as a foundation for future learning. To me, this seems

11
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particularly important when considering the kinds of big, abstract ideas that
surround behavioral expectations, like respect. The authors recommend
emphasizing "critical and creative thinking as a goal in lesson design" (p. 5). They
suggest that activities and procedures in the classroom should require that all
students "understand and apply meaning," but readily admit, "instruction may
require supports, additional motivation, varied tasks, materials, or equipment for
different students" (p. 5).
One could ask why we don't approach behavior in this same way. Hall et al
talk often about the importance of engaging all learners. They recommend varying
tasks within the classroom so that lessons are engaging and motivating for a diverse
population of students. In my opinion, it would be helpful to approach behavior with
this same multifaceted lens.
Hall et al also discuss providing a balance between "teacher-assigned and
student-selected tasks" (p. 5) as a means of ensuring that students have choices in
their learning. I have also found this to be a powerful tool. In my own experience,
involving students in behavior plans, for example, not only provides them with some
ownership in the learning process, it often compels them to begin taking
responsibility for their own actions. Hall et al advocate the use of assessment "as a
teaching tool to extend rather than merely measure instruction" (p. 5). They argue
that assessment should occur "before, during, and following the instructional
episode" (p. 5), and that this should "help pose questions regarding student needs
and optimal learning" (p. 5). I can only imagine what we could accomplish if we put
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the same time, effort, and attention to detail into every behavioral episode we
experience in the classroom.
These are the precisely the types of instructional recommendations that I feel
could help teachers differentiate for student behavior in the classroom: clarifying
key concepts, helping students construct meaning around abstract ideas, embracing
critical and creative thinking, allowing different means of expression, embracing
student interests to enhance motivation, and using assessment tools to help us
develop, implement, evaluate, and adjust our approaches to address behavioral
challenges. These strategies constitute the basis upon which I hope to build a case
for the applicability of UD Lin this area. I will discuss this connection in greater
detail, and the way in which specific UDL principles and methods can serve to
mitigate particular behavioral issues, in upcoming sections of this paper.

The Role of Universal Design for Learning
According to Hall et al, three principles provide the UDL framework that
guides the development of adaptable curricula. The first principle recommends
providing multiple, flexible presentation methods to support recognition learning.
The second principle allows for multiple, flexible methods of expression and
apprenticeship to support strategic learning. Finally, the third principle addresses
the need to provide multiple, flexible options for engagement. Hall et al provide a
table in their report to illustrate this framework. An exact copy of this table is
included below:
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Principles of the Universal Design for Learning Framework
Principle 1:
To support recognition learning, provide multiple, flexible methods of presentation

Principle 2:
To support strategic learning, provide multiple, flexible methods of expression and
apprenticeship.

Principle 3:
To support affective learning, provide multiple, flexible options for engagement.
(Hall et al, 2003)

These principles correspond to what the authors describe as "three
fundamentally important learning components and three distinct networks in the
brain; recognition, strategy, and affect" (p. 7). Hall et al cite the work of Rose &
Meyers (2002) when they explain, "The common recommendation of these three
principles is to select goals, methods, assessment, and materials in a way that will
minimize barriers and maximize flexibility" (p. 7). The authors suggest that this
basic framework "structures the development of curricula that fully support every
student's access, participation, and progress in all three essential facets of learning"

(p. 7).
To further help teachers customize curricula, Hall et al include in their report
a sample of broad teaching strategies that can be used to support the three UDL
principles (Rose & Meyer, 2002). They provide another table to illustrate some of
these strategies, an exact copy of which is included below:
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Network-Appropriate Teaching Methods
To support diverse recognition networks:

•

Provide multiple examples
Highlight critical features
Provide multiple media and formats
Support background context

To support diverse strategic networks:

•

Provide flexible models of skilled performance

•

Provide opportunities to practice with supports

•

Provide ongoing, relevant feedback

•

Offer flexible opportunities for demonstrating
skill

To support diverse affective networks:

•

Offer choices of content and tools

•

Offer adjustable levels of challenge

•

Offer choices of rewards

•

Offer choices of learning context
(Hall et al, 2003)

As these strategies relate to differentiation, Hall et al explain, "Each of the
three key elements of differentiated instruction, content, process, and product,
supports an important UDL teaching method for individualized instruction" (p. 10).
For example, the authors explain how content guidelines in differentiated
instruction can support the first recommended UDL teaching method for
recognition networks. The UDL recommendation that teachers provide multiple
examples reflects the same content guidelines in differentiated instruction that call
for the use of numerous elements and varied materials. According to Hall et al, the
most significant similarity here is "access to the content" and "the manner in which
students gain access to important learning" (p. 3).
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Highlighting critical features, another recommended UDL teaching method
for diverse recognition networks, is also consistent with content guidelines for
differentiated instruction. These content guidelines suggest that instruction should
be concept-focused and principle-driven. The important connection here is that
both seek to support recognition learning more effectively through reiterating
broad concepts and essential components while avoiding the distraction of
extraneous information and insignificant details.
UDL teaching methods for recognition also call for the support of background
knowledge. Here, the assessment process and guidelines for differentiation of
student product are key. Hall et al point out that "by evaluating student knowledge
about a construct before designing instruction teachers can better support students'
knowledge base, scaffolding instruction in a very important way" (p. 10). In fact, the
authors characterize "initial and on-going assessment of student readiness and
growth" (p. 4) as essential. "Meaningful pre-assessment," Hall et al conclude,
"naturally leads to functional and successful differentiation" (p. 4).
To support strategic learning, UDL advocates flexible models of skilled
performance in the same way process guidelines for differentiated instruction
recommend that teachers provide multiple demonstrations at varying levels in the
classroom. Tomlinson (2001) touches upon this when she describes how teachers
should "create and deliver instructions carefully" (p. 35). According to Hall et al, the
common goal here is to allow learners to "enter the instructional episode with
different approaches, knowledge, and strategies for learning" (p. 11). UDL also
emphasizes supported practice. Hall et al explain that this allows students to break
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down complex skills into more manageable component parts in the same way
process guidelines for differentiated instruction underscore the need for teachers to
recognize individual differences and provide appropriate scaffolding for students as
they move from initial learning to less supported mastery of skills.
Additionally, the authors point out that flexible opportunities for
demonstrating a skill to support strategic networks mirror process guidelines for
differentiated instruction that remind teachers that they should "vary requirements
and expectations for learning and expression of knowledge, including the degree of
difficulty and the means of evaluation or scoring" (p. 11). A good example of this
might be the way in which Tomlinson suggests creating and distributing individual
or group task sheets as an alternative to providing multiple directions to the whole
class at once, which she argues can be confusing and call too much attention to who
is doing what. Similarly, Hall et al recommend that objectives be written "in
incremental steps resulting in a continuum of skills-building tasks," because "an
objectives-driven menu makes it easier to find the next instructional step for
learners entering at varying levels" (p. 4).
Finally, to support affective learning, UDL calls for teachers to offer choices of
the learning context, content and tools, and adjustable levels of challenge. These
teaching methods are also supported by principles of differentiation. "By providing
varying levels of scaffolding when differentiating instruction," Hall et al explain,
"students have access to varied learning contexts as well as choices about their
learning environment" (p. 11). The authors argue that this fosters student
engagement in the learning process by increasing the student's own investment.
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Tomlinson (2001) seems to echo this sentiment when she recommends that
teachers always "remember to involve students in [the] conversation" (p. 36).
In fact, Hall et al insist that student engagement is not only a vital component
of effective instruction, but also effective classroom management. Research would
seem to support this. Neihart (2002) writes, "Research indicates that many of the
emotional or social difficulties ...students experience disappear when their
educational climates are adapted to their level and pace of learning" (p. 286). If this
is indeed the case, the profound implications for student behavior here are clear.
For all of the aforementioned reasons, I believe that applying principles and
methods of differentiation to deal more effectively with challenging student
behavior is not only realistic, but also essential. I feel that my case studies highlight
situations in which particular students are not properly or adequately engaged in
the classroom. In fact, in some instances the case studies demonstrate how
classroom activities can, at times, be exclusionary. The case studies illustrate why it
is crucial that concepts surrounding behavioral expectations be sufficiently
explained in a way that all students can recognize. Finally, I believe that the case
studies underscore exactly why students who are struggling with behavior must be
provided with supports that can help them function more successfully in the
classroom. In my opinion, these supports are so important because I feel that in
every single case it was precisely their absence that precipitated and exacerbated
the maladaptive behavior students were exhibiting.
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Sample Applications Provided in the Report
Hall et al provide several examples of actual lesson plans employing
principles and methods of differentiation in their report. Although much of the
material in this section of my paper defines how techniques for differentiation are
routinely used in an academic context, I will explain how similar strategies might be
used to differentiate for student behavior in the next section. According to the
authors, the first example was the result of a school's work with the Center for
Applied Science Technology (CAST), an organization that describes itself on its
website as "a nonprofit research and development organization that works to
expand learning opportunities for all individuals, especially those with disabilities,
through Universal Design for Learning" (www.cast.org).
This example highlights ways in which features of differentiated instruction
can be used to support UDL teaching methods. This particular lesson is part of a
larger unit and is structured to take place over the course of two days. The lesson is
entitled, "Gathering Evidence: The Life Cycle of Plants," and is based on the CAST
Planning for All learners (PAL) toolkit model. The lesson was designed to meet

Massachusetts state and local district standards in Science and English Language
Arts "by teaching students the necessary environmental variables about growth in
plants, and the tools, skills and strategies required to do so" (p. 12). Hall et al point
out in their report that even before beginning the lesson, the teacher introduced the
students to relevant scientific concepts surrounding the growth of seeds through the
use of in-class experiments as well as oral presentations.
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Unfortunately, we rarely put this same time and effort into teaching concepts
surrounding student behavior. For me, the concept ofrespect is one that often
comes to mind. Although we expect kids to act accordingly when they pass by
posters hanging in hallways and taped to classroom walls that read, "Respect
Yourself," "Respect Others," or "Respect the School," we seldom take the time to a sk
if they actually know what these statements mean, or have the skills to manifest
such qualities. I'm fairly certain that it's a common expectation because I've heard
students being told so many times, "You're being disrespectful!"
In my opinion, respect is a concept laden with cultural, socioeconomic, and
even developmental considerations that clearly means many different things to
different people. So I am always surprised when the assumption is that students will
somehow intrinsically know what this means and have the innate ability to act
suitably. In my opinion, if we want kids to demonstrate through their actions a
mastery of concepts like respect, it would make sense to help them construct
knowledge around such concepts, just as we would teach them about the growth of
seeds and life cycle of plants. Hall et al describe this first sample lesson as one that
"enabled the teacher to discuss, display, and increase student understanding of the
science content and concepts" (p. 12). To get similar outcomes, I believe that we
should approach content and concepts related to student behavior in the same way.
To illustrate these sample lessons, the authors use tables in which they list
UDL teaching methods in a left-hand column then features of differentiated
instruction that can be used to support these methods in a right-hand column. For
example, the authors first note the UDL method of providing multiple examples to
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support diverse recognition networks. Next to this, they describe in greater detail
how the teacher uses supportive features of differentiation, like providing multiple
examples of locating and identifying seeds in preparation for the lesson.
Additionally, the teacher shows the students multiple examples of appropriate texts
that they can use to find information for the assignment. As yet another example,
real seeds are planted in the classroom to provide students with an opportunity to
actually observe the seeds' life cycles.
The authors then describe how the teacher uses differentiated strategies to
highlight critical features, another UDL teaching method used to support recognition
learning. Critical information is provided through the use of oral presentation and
critical features are highlighted in written form. The authors point out that by
providing digital versions of the texts, teacher and students alike are able to literally
highlight these critical features in the preparation of lesson assignments. The
authors explain how the teacher is also careful to monitor the students' focus while
important features of the lesson are being presented. Offering a variety of books that
contain the same science constructs but at varying levels of difficulty and making
books available in both digital and audio formats for more flexible accessibility are
also cited here as differentiated strategies supporting the UDL teaching method of
providing multiple media and formats for recognition learning.
Hall et al explain that to support background context for recognition
learning, "several levels of preparation were designed" (p. 13). In one example, the
teacher had students locate seeds in a variety of different fruits and vegetables in
order to bring the concept of seeds out of the abstract and into the concrete. Careful
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consideration was given to teaching students how to find an appropriately
challenging text for the assignment, which would allow students to work and learn
in their own zone of proximal development.
To support the UDL principle of reaching diverse strategic networks,
opportunities to practice with guided support were provided. The teacher gave the
students the option of working in selected pairs, and the teacher provided
assistance by checking and prompting during both guided and independent practice
portions of the lesson. In addition, students were allowed flexible opportunities for
demonstrating skills. Hall et al explain that these design features allowed students
to "select their best or preferred type of working situation and means for
responding" (p. 13).
To support the UDL principle of reaching diverse affective networks, the
lesson was designed in a way that offered students a choice of content and tools.
Students were able to select their own resource materials, means of access (digital,
audio, text, etc), and response style. By offering students a range of texts at varying
levels of difficulty and by allowing students who might be struggling with decoding,
for example, the option of accessing information using digital or audio formats, the
teacher was also providing adjustable levels of challenge, another differentiated
feature used to support affective learning.
Finally, Hall et al explain that the lesson design further supported affective
learning by allowing students to choose from a wide range of diversified learning
contexts. For example, students were able to respond to questions in a variety of
ways, including written, scribed, or recorded methods. To complete assignment
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portions of the lesson, students could choose to work independently or with a
partner. Students were also allowed to pick materials based on their level of
readiness and interests. Hall et al utilize convenient tables to illustrate the sample
applications contained in their report, including the one I have just described. An
exact copy of the first sample table, precisely as it appears in the report, is included
below:
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-TABLE 1UDL Featu res of the CAST PAL Toolkit Model
Gathering Evidence: Life Cycle of Plants

I

UDL Teaching Method

Supportive Differentiated Instruction Feature(s)

Provide multiple examples.

In preparation for this lesson, the teacher created multiple examples of finding and identifying seeds.
Additionally, the teacher provided several examples of finding appropriate texts to complete the
assignment. Students have multiple examples of texts from which to find information about the life cycle of
seeds . As another example, fast growing seeds were planted in the classroom, giving students the
opportunity to observe the seed life cycle.

Highli ght critical features.

Teacher provides critical information for the lesson through oral presentation and highlights critical features
in written form, then monitors students to check their focus on important features of the lesson.
Additionally, by having texts available in digital format, the teacher or students may literally highlight
critical features of the text in preparation of lesson assignments.

Provide multiple media and
formats .

The teacher located several (4-5) resources, in this case books of different reading difficulty, containing the
same science constructs on seed life cycles. The books were then made available digitally as well as in
audio format for flexible accessibility. Thus, materials were available in a variety of media and formats .

Support background context.

Several levels of preparation were designed to support background context:
• Before this assignment the teacher and students found seeds in a variety of vegetables and fruits .
In this way, the concept of seeds was brought out of the abstract; students had experiences
seeing and finding seeds from a range of plants.
Careful instruction was organized to teach students the concept of finding a book that is "just
right," helping students to find a book that is challenging, yet not too difficult. This, helped keep
students work and learn in their "zone of proximal development" when obtaining background
information for the lesson.

.

•
Provide opportunities to
practice with support.

•

Students had the option to work in selected pairs as they search for answers to the science
questions.
During guided practice and independent practice portions of each lesson, the teacher provides
supports by checking and prompting.

Offer flexible opportunities
for demonstrating skill .

The design of this lesson allows students varied approaches throughout the lesson. Students may select their
best or preferred type of working situation and means for responding.

Offer choices of content and
tools.

The teacher organized the lesson at multiple points for choice of tools:
• choice of resource materials,
• choice of access (text, digital , audio), and
• choice of response style.

Offer adjustable levels of
challenge.

The teacher offers multiple texts, representing a range of difficulty levels, and different means to access
these texts. This helps to ensure that researching the answers to science questions is appropriately
challenging for each student. For example, if decoding were challenging, the student could use a simpler
text and/or access the information via audio or digital read-aloud.

Offer choices of learning
contexts.

T hroughout the lesson the teacher has organized several choices that help diversify the available learning
contexts:
• students can select from a variety of methods to respond to the science questions (written,
scribed, recorded),
• students can opt to work independently or with a partner during the assignment completion
portion of the lesson, and
• students can select the "right book" based on difficulty and/or interest.

(Ha ll et a l, 2003)
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According to Hall et al, the second sample lesson provided in the report is a
6th grade mathematics lesson obtained from a differentiating instruction web site
hosted by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD). The
authors highlight several features of the lesson that are particularly applicable to
principles of UDL, including "the use of clearly stated goals," the "implementation of
flexible working groups with varying levels of challenge," and the fact that the lesson
"helps to break down instructional barriers" (p. 14).
In this second sample, multiple examples are provided through the use of
other similar math problems and the story of The King's Chessboard. Critical features
of important mathematical concepts in the story are highlighted using at-table, as
the teacher stops at various points in the story to calculate the amount of rice
accumulating. Representing numbers on at-table and giving students a copy of the
story to look at while the teacher reads aloud allows for multiple media and formats.
Pre-tests are administered to provide the teacher with an opportunity to
analyze key student skills and background knowledge, thereby supporting
background context. While working in cooperative groups, students are given
relevant, ongoing feedback from peers and teacher alike. Although all students work
on the same task, they are allowed to work in one of three groups tiered by
difficulty. By altering the level of difficulty and independence in solving the task, the
teacher is adjusting the level of challenge and providing a variety of supports.
Additionally, because students can choose which group they would prefer to work
in, they also have a choice in content and tools, which further supports affective
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learning. An exact copy of the second sample table, precisely as it appears in the report,
is included below:
-TABLE 2UDL Elements in a Differentiated Instruction Mathematics Lesson
UDL Teaching
Method

Differentiated Instruction Features

I

Provide multiple
examples .

The teacher provides multiple examples through the story of The King's
Chessboard and other math problems.

Highlight critical
features.

The teacher highlights critical features of the mathematics in the story by
stopping and calculating the amount of rice accumulating and using a Hable to
do so.

Provide multiple
media and formats.

The teacher reads the story aloud and students have the story to read. The
numbers are represented in the story and on the I -table.

Support background
context.

Teachers analyze or pretest students for key pre-skills and background
knowledge.

Provide ongoing,
relevant feedback.

In cooperative groups, students may receive feedback from the teacher and from
peers.

Offer choices of
content and tools.

Students are assigned to one of three groups tiered by difficulty; all students are
working on the same task but with varying supports.

Offer adjustable levels
of challenge.

Varied supports in the working groups alter the level of independence and
difficulty in solving the task.

(Hall et al, 2003)

There are a couple of recurrent themes here in these differentiated lesson
samples that I find particularly intriguing. In the above examples, UDL teaching
methods like highlighting critical features and providing multiple examples
represent a key step in helping students make sense of large, abstract concepts in a
manageable, concrete way. In my opinion, these methods should not necessarily be
restricted to mathematical constructs and the life cycle of seeds. I think these same
UDL methods could be used effectively to help kids make better sense of large,
abstract concepts surrounding school rules and classroom guidelines-like
"respect" and "appropriate" behavior.
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Furthermore, in the above examples the teacher is careful to consider a
student's readiness and background context when designing instruction. Contrarily,
where student behavior is concerned it seems schools rarely take time to consider
such things in order to scaffold expectations. I know that cultural differences and a
disparity between home and school environments often played a significant role in
Lawrence's behavioral challenges, and I can clearly see how indentifying ways in
which lagging skills were contributing to Leonard's maladaptive behavior could
have been helpful in determining a more proper, productive course of action. I will
discuss these aspects of the case studies in greater detail in the next section.
In fact, Hall et al expand on this sample mathematics lesson. Although the
authors are careful to point out that they "are not making generalized
recommendations for making this lesson more UDL," the authors explain how they
"have identified additional ways to reduce barriers in this lesson," and that the
emphasis here is "on ways that differentiated instruction, specifically, can help
achieve this goal" (p. 14).
While some of these supports are similar to those covered previously, like
scaffolding the lesson by providing multiple models and offering flexible
opportunities for demonstrating skill by allowing students to express their
mathematical thinking through speaking, creating a diagram, or numerical
representations, what intrigues me most here is the way in which the table is
constructed. In this third example, the lesson barrier is highlighted first, followed by
the specific UDL strategy that can help to break down this barrier. An exact copy of
the third sample table, precisely as it appears in the report, is included below:
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-TABLE 3UDL Strategies to Further Minimize Lesson Barriers in a
Differentiated Instruction Lesson Plan for Mathematics

I

Barrier

I

UDL Strategy

Deducting/constructing numeric
functions.

Provide different demonstrations or models of how to use the tools
employed in the lesson. Scaffold how to use the t-table and visualize
the chessboard.

Students write an exit card to
explain the mathematical story.

Provide alternative formats for students to express their interpretation
of the story and the mathematical implications. For example,
speaking, creating a diagram, numerical representations.

The Locker Problem.

Consider background knowledge for students entering this
mathematical problem. What range of supports could be made
available to provide the informational knowledge so that students can
focus on the problem-solving component?

(Hall et al, 2003)

I can readily envision how both the strategies listed here and the format of
the table itself could be particularly useful in Lillian's case. With Lillian, it seems to
be numerous barriers, environmental and otherwise, that are getting in the way of
her learning. The way in which this particular table is constructed allows for the
easy identification of specific barriers, and the efficient listing of possible strategies
to help reduce those barriers.

Creating a Functional Template for Differentiation
In Lost at School, Greene explains that imposing consequences serves two
purposes: It teaches kids "basic lessons about right and wrong ways to behave," and
it provides an "incentive to behave the right way" (p. 7). However, Gr eene argues
these consequences serve no real purpose because "kids already know how we want
them to behave" (p. 7). According to Greene, kids realize that "they're not supposed
to hit people, swear, or call out in class," that "they're not supposed to disrupt the
learning of their classmates," and that they shouldn't "run out of the school when
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they're upset or embarrassed" (p. 7). Therefore, in Greene's opinion, teaching kids
how we want them to behave is really just a waste of time and energy.
Rather, Greene insists that we should be addressing "the problems that are
setting the stage for [their] challenging behavior" (p. 9). He describes three basic
steps that I feel constitute a fine outline. Greene suggests the first step is to
recognize that the student is lacking an important skill. Greene recommends that we
then identify specific situations in which these lagging skills are causing the most
problems. Finally, Greene explains that we can then "start working on solving those
problems" (p. 17). In my opinion, this would actually serve as a good overall
approachinjustaboutanycas~
To address specific details in individual cases, I believe that a flow chart like
the one included on page 32 of this paper (from Hall et al, p. 3) could be modified to
provide a more systematic means by which to follow Greene's guidelines. I am first
going to describe modifications which I feel would make it more applicable for the
purposes of addressing challenging student behavior. I will then include an actual
graphic reproduction of my revised model.
Although a Curriculum box like the one used in the flow chart from Hall et al
could still be included and used as a way to connect behavioral objectives to state
and local standards and benchmarks, I decided that it was not absolutely necessary
for my purposes here so I have highlighted it in blue and labeled it as optional.
Obtaining critical information about a student in order to effectively plan and
implement appropriate interventions will be one of the most important factors
when addressing challenging behavior, so the Pre-Assessment box will still be
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featured prominently next to the Student box. During the pre-assessment, critical
information will be gathered about student readiness and ability, interests and
talents, learning profile, and prior knowledge. Any number of strategies could be
used here to obtain this information, including observation and recording, informal
interviews and surveys, functional behavioral assessment, and even formal
evaluation procedures such as standardized tests and measures.
I have also made some changes in the Content section of Hall et al's model.
Tomlinson (2001) describes content as "the 'input' of teaching and learning. It's
what we teach or what we want students to learn" (p. 72). Where challenging
behavior is concerned, this section will contain such things as lagging skills that
have been identified, goals and objectives, behavioral constructs and concepts, as
well as instructional approaches. Tomlinson reminds us that especially when
dealing with large, abstract concepts, like respect, it is sometimes necessary to
approach the content in "more foundational, concrete, [and] single-faceted" (p. 7 4)
ways. Tomlinson points out that in differentiating content we can adapt "what we
teach," or modify "how we give students access to what we want them to learn" (p.
72).
Tomlinson explains further that "content can be differentiated in response to
a student's readiness level, interests, or learning profile" (p.73). She describes
readiness differentiation as, "Matching the material or information students are
asked to learn to a student's capacity to read and understand it" (p. 73). She
describes interest differentiation as, "Curriculum ideas and materials that build on
current student interests or extend student interests" (p. 73). Finally, she
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characterizes learning profile differentiation as, "Ensuring that a student has a way
of 'coming at' materials and ideas that match his preferred way of learning" (p. 73).
In my opinion, these considerations are just as important in order to develop
appropriate and effective interventions to deal with challenging behavior.
A slight modification has also been made in the Process section of Hall et al's
model. Although this will still be the place to plan interventions and instruction, I
thought it would be helpful to actually break the process down even further here
into principles and methods of differentiation and UDL features, just like the sample
tables Hall et al provide in their report. This way, it is possible to consider best
practices more efficiently when planning and implementing strategies to deal with
challenging student behavior.
Finally, the Product section will still be the place where assessment of
content can take place. The only difference here is that I've included both formative
and summative assessments in the Evaluation process. Tomlinson reminds us that
incorporating both "pre- and on-going assessment informs teachers so that they can
better provide a menu of approaches, choices, and scaffolds for the varying needs,
interests, and abilities ...of diverse students" (p. 4 ). I feel that this kind of flexibility
will be particularly important when dealing with challenging behavior, and that this
will be a key component of measuring the efficacy of interventions and making
necessary changes in behavior plans.
Tomlinson addresses the significance of this step when she discusses
"keeping track of student proximity to and growth toward personal and group
benchmarks" (p. 17), and how this helps in "refining routines." Tomlinson writes,
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"Different students will be ready for differing amounts of responsibility at any given
time," and argues that a student "need[s] to be guided in assuming a growing degree
of responsibility and independence as a learner" (p. 23). She describes this as not
only essential in the classroom, but as "a huge part of success in life as well" (p. 23). I
envision this step as a crucial one when dealing with student behavior.
A revised version of this model (from Hall et al, p. 3) based on the
modifications I have described above would look like the following:
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Applying a Differentiated Model to the Case Studies

In the following section, I will apply my revised version of a differentiated
model to each of the individual case studies. In Lawrence's case, I will illustrate and
discuss how principles and methods of differentiation might be used to address
challenging behavior that is resulting from cultural and socioeconomic differences.
In Leonard's case, I will apply this differentiated model to deal with challenging
behavior that is occurring because of learning and physical differences, as well as
family dynamics. Finally, in Lillian's case, I will investigate how principles and
methods of differentiation might be applied to address behavior that is being
complicated by cognitive and clinical issues. In the process, I will discuss how some
of these differentiated strategies may actually conform to a UDL framework-in
other words, how such principles and methods of differentiation designed to meet
the needs of an individual student might benefit all students within the classroom.
Case Study 1: Lawrence

Pre-assessment. In Lawrence's case, I feel that conversation alone could
have constituted a meaningful pre-assessment. Based on my revised model, this
would be characterized as informal interviews and surveys. I routinely
communicated with Lawrence's mother via email and telephone, even brief chats in
the hallway when we'd see each other in passing, about minor occurrences at school
and the state of things at home. I also found time to talk with Lawrence. Although I
never asked him to complete any formal questionnaires, I certainly had ample
opportunity to ask things like, "What is your favorite subject in school?" "What
subject do you struggle with most?" "What kinds of things do you like to do outside
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of school?" and "What are some things we could do to help each other solve this
problem?" I learned enough to draw plenty of definitive conclusions simply by
having these kinds of conversations with Lawrence, his mother, and other teachers
working with him.
I always found Lawrence to be an incredibly honest, intelligent, and insightful
student who would jump at the chance to talk about himself and his experiences, to
anyone willing to listen. This was particularly true when he was first given the
opportunity to calm down and clear his head. Personally, I always felt this kind of
openness was an invaluable quality for a student to have, which should certainly be
capitalized on in the classroom.
Communicating with Lawrence's mother was also consistently productive. I
would send emails home to keep her apprised of situations, or call when
circumstances warranted. Lawrence's mother was receptive and always expressed a
genuine desire to work with the school on Lawrence's behalf. This, too, is a rare and
powerful resource, in my opinion, which can be a positive component of any
student's behavior plan. Based on information obtained from these interactions, a
few important things about Lawrence's readiness and ability, interests and talents,
prior knowledge and learning profile became clearer to me.
I began to recognize that long-winded conversations requiring Lawrence to
engage in a lot of reflection and abstraction, particularly in the heat of the moment,
did little more than frustrate him further. The more I worked with Lawrence and his
mother, the more this made sense to me. When I would ask Lawrence's mother how
she handled discipline at home, she always talked about simple rewards and
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consequences, describing more of a behaviorist approach. It slowly dawned on me
that Lawrence had virtually no exposure outside of a classroom setting to the kinds
of constructivist methods used in his school. As a result, he was unprepared to
analyze and address situations on the spot, to "think about what you've done" so to
speak, which was often the expectation. In other words, Lawrence lacked important
prior knowledge and background context. So I began to wonder if a constructivist
approach to manage his behaviors was really the most ideal one in Lawrence's case.
Additionally, Lawrence became agitated very easily and had a great deal of
difficulty self-regulating. In developing the kind of learning profile that Tomlinson
recommends, I believe that these kinds of characteristics would have to be featured
prominently. Low frustration tolerance and lagging self-regulation skills made it
exceedingly difficult for Lawrence to engage productively with teachers when
problems would occur. Subsequently, situations frequently ended with teachers
instructing Lawrence to leave the classroom after deciding that his demeanor had
been disrespectful. Lawrence, in turn, was only happy to offer his assessment of the
situation in a few choice words as he marched through the door. These incidents
typically included everything from the messy condition of his cub by to Lawrence
questioning the rules during recess, and usually came to an undesirable conclusion
because of the contributing factors described above.

Differentiating for content. Greene (2008) describes children who have
"difficulty managing emotional responses to frustration so as to think rationally,"
"chronic irritability [that] significantly impede[s] capacity for problem-solving"
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(p.19), and "difficulty appreciating how one's behavior is affecting other people" (p.
24). In my opinion, all of these accurately describe Lawrence.
Greene asks rhetorically, "Can irritable or anxious kids be helped to better
regulate their emotions and respond to life's frustrations and anxieties more
adaptively?" (p. 21). According to Greene, the answer is a resounding "yes." "But
not," Greene insists, "by putting a lot of effort into coming up with new and creative
ways to punish them" (p. 21). I agree with Greene's assertion, and believe that the
emphasis in Lawrence's case should be on finding ways to help him manage his
emotions, developing his ability to more effectively communicate with teachers, and
building skills around classroom activities, like successful management of materials
and positive participation during recess.
Tomlinson (2001) discusses two primary ways of differentiating for content.
In one example, Tomlinson explains how she differentiates what students are
learning by assigning them to spelling based on their current spelling skills. In the
second example, Tomlinson encourages advanced students to read a novel rapidly
and with independence while finding additional time or peer partners for struggling
readers as a means of differentiating how students are learning. I can picture both of
· these approaches benefitting Lawrence.
Lawrence frequently experiences difficulty with expectations surrounding
classroom routines, like the cleaning of his cubby. There is no question that he has a
"tendency to keep losing things," and all one has to do is peek into his cubby to see
that Lawrence clearly has "trouble developing systems for filing and for space
allocation" (p. 159, Levine, 2002). In my opinion, Lawrence displays what Levine
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calls persistent organizational failure. I believe that it is an absence of these skills,
rather than an absence of respect, that accounts for Lawrence's behavior.
Furthermore, Lawrence's life outside of school is only exacerbating the situation.
Even Levine acknowledges, "Part of the management of organizational problems
needs to occur in the home setting," and that this can be complicated by, among
other things, "single-parent households" and "in large families ... where space and
time transitions are haphazard and unpredictable" (p. 162). Based on information
ascertainable in a pre-assessment, it would be clear all of these happen to apply in
Lawrence's case.
Levine refers often to the idea of collaborative management, which he
describes as the "educational care children should receive at home and the types of
care they ought to receive in school" (p. 15). In Lawrence's case, this collaborative
management is complicated by the fact that expectations and supports at home and
in school are strikingly dissimilar. Although this certainly does not make the job any
easier for Lawrence's teachers, it does make any help the school can offer in
"fostering good organizational habits" (p. 166) even more critical. I think in
Lawrence's case, finding ways to help him build organizational skills and develop
workable systems to care for classroom materials in concrete, manageable steps
would be more productive than jumping to conclusions about the source of the
problem and issuing consequences. Such steps might include having Lawrence focus
on organizing materials in a particular subject area or binder first, or in a particular
area of his cub by like the top or bottom shelf, before asking him to sort out the
entirety of his belongings.
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A meaningful pre-assessment could have been helpful in identifying other
areas of focus for content as well, like problems during recess. Although there were
specific behaviors that seemed to trouble teachers, like Lawrence's "improper" use
ofrecess equipment, the real quandary seemed to inhere in how quickly these
disputes could escalate after Lawrence became recalcitrant. In my opinion, these
incidents represent precisely the type of conflict Webb-Johnson (2002) would argue
occurs because "teachers often do not know how to respond to behavioral tenets
that are different from the socialized norm of...school settings" (p. 654). This is an
important discrepancy because I believe that it accounts for the excess of
disciplinary actions experienced by African-American males, which Webb-Johnson
details.
Although Lawrence was frequently in trouble, little was being done to help
him approach these situations from another perspective and in a more constructive
manner. Lawrence clearly had different ideas about what constituted safe play, and
because he became angry so quickly when redirected he had a difficult time
engaging productively with his teachers. Therefore, I think that rather than insisting
Lawrence was doing something wrong because he enjoyed certain questionable
physical activities, more could have been accomplished by helping him find ways to
compromise and communicate more effectively.
"Respect" and "community" were two words used often in these situations;
typically as teachers were telling Lawrence that his behavior demonstrated a lack of
respect for the school community. However, in my opinion, these conversations
were deceptively simple and the connections more complex than they might initially
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appear. For example, I always felt that it was easier for affluent students living in
neighborhoods surrounded by brownstones and flourishing businesses to make
connections between their home and school communities. I think that this
connection becomes more difficult for a student whose neighborhood is gutted by
poverty and gang activity. So I think for a student like Lawrence, it is particularly
important to expand our definition of community and consider ways in which we
might help them gain more access to information and activities in the classroom.
Something as simple as incorporating a brief neighborhood study into the
curriculum could not only expand the perspective of Lawrence's classmates, it could
provide Lawrence with a sense that he actually has something to teach others.

Differentiating for process. Hall et al emphasize the importance of writing
objectives in incremental steps in order to build requisite skills and identify next
steps for learners entering at different levels. I think that this is crucial in
Lawrence's case, especially with tasks that require a great deal of organization.
Much like the way in which Tomlinson encourages advanced readers to
complete a novel rapidly and with independence while finding additional time for
struggling readers, allowing Lawrence more time to straighten up his cubby would
be one simple way to begin addressing his needs. Breaking the process down into
more manageable component parts might be another means of offering adjustable
levels of challenge, similar to the way in which Tomlinson assigns students to
spelling based on their skill level rather than assuming all students will be able to
complete the same spelling assignments. Rather than assuming that Lawrence is
capable of managing all of his materials at once, Lawrence could begin organizing
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supplies by a single subject area or particular classroom period. The process could
be broken down even further by allowing Lawrence to focus on specific materials,
like subject folders and notebooks or writing supplies. I also see this as a way to
highlight critical features of organization, allowing Lawrence to focus on distinct
aspects of the process that might be most challenging for him.
Another way to support Lawrence with this particular task might be to
establish a positive behavior plan that could be implemented with the help of his
mother at home. Assigning specific tasks for Lawrence to complete at home that
would earn him rewards at school could accomplish several things. It could help to
build the home-school connection for Lawrence by supporting his background
context, since Lawrence is accustomed to this kind of approach at home. It could
also provide flexible opportunities for Lawrence to demonstrate skills, as well as
valuable opportunities for Lawrence to practice with support. Lawrence's struggles
in this particular area underscore exactly why "the assessment step of the
differentiated learning cycle is instrumental" (Hall et al, p. 10). Hall et al remind us
that by "evaluating student knowledge about a construct before designing
instruction teachers can better support students' knowledge base," thereby
"scaffolding instruction in a very important way."
These simple ideas represent basic adaptations to whole-group activities
designed to support Lawrence with specific classroom tasks. However, I believe that
there are other strategies that could be used to address more global challenges for
Lawrence, including some that represent the kind of UD L structures which are
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designed to "anticipate the needs of individuals" but lead to "improved usability for
everyone" (Hall et al, p. 7).
I think that there are a number of different ways to address the problems
occurring during recess period. In one example, rather than always citing safety
alone, it might actually be more effective to emphasize extending the longevity of
playground equipment as a reason to reduce the amount of stress being placed on
the hula-hoops. Lawrence could be provided with alternative pieces of equipment to
use, just as students are offered choices of content and tools during a differentiated
mathematics lesson, or he could have the option to play the same game using only
the jump ropes. Hall et al repeatedly highlight why "the manner in which students
gain access to learning" (p. 3) is so important, and why the reinforcement of "acts,
concepts, generalizations or principles, attitudes, and skills" should include the
widest array of learners. I believe that Lawrence would understand and relate more
if teachers emphasized the goal of saving valuable resources.
Additionally, Boyle and Danforth (2007) discuss the importance of offering
students acceptable choices for resolution rooted in compromise, especially when
perceived misbehavior occurs. The authors argue that this kind of "responding with
understanding" allows the student to retain some control in the situation, which
reduces the frequency and duration of power struggles that often ensue. Boyle and
Danforth argue, furthermore, that a key component of the constructivist model,
namely caring, can only occur when mutual respect is reciprocate d b etween teacher
and student. Long et al (2007) also note that the more positive a student's views of
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the classroom climate, "the greater their intrinsic motivation and the higher their
self-esteem levels [are] likely to be" (p. 77).
Nevertheless, other issues like Lawrence's low frustration tolerance and
lagging self-regulation skills are unquestionably playing a significant role in these
situations. This is where skill-building strategies designed to support Lawrence
specifically could potentially "offer unforeseen benefits for all" (Hall et al, p. 7).
Teaching relaxation and mindfulness techniques in Lawrence's classroom is perhaps
one example of this. In Mindfulness: A Guide for Teachers, Dr. Amy Saltzman argues
that one of the real ironies of modern education is that we frequently tell kids to
calm down, yet we never teach them how. Saltzman describes simple exercises
meant to help participants attend to their breathing and body first, before
proceeding on to observing their thoughts and emotions. The premise here is that
when people are more acutely aware of their thoughts and feelings they can more
effectively choose their behavior. Saltzman suggests that by simply teaching
students that they have the option to pause, breathe, and then respond to a
situation, we are empowering them to deal more effectively with life's frequent
challenges. I can envision this kind of strategy benefitting Lawrence immensely.
Saltzman explains that in school settings these relaxation techniques are
particularly important for children who have experienced, "neglect, divorce, illness,
death of a family member, emotional, physical, and/or sexual abuse, violence in
their homes or communities, being uprooted from their homes, and war" (p. 6).
Although all of these things certainly do not apply in Lawrence's case, or to every
one of his classmates, I can still see how this fits a UDL framework and how teaching
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relaxation and mindfulness techniques like this meant to support one student could
potentially help many more. Just a few of the benefits cited in research are lower
levels (and frequency) of negative stress reactivity, improved mood, enhanced
ability to focus, improved self-esteem, strengthened physical health, and better
reported behavior and academic performance (Cohen, retrieved from
www.yogaed.com ).
Still, for me, the incident with the spent shell casing illustrates more
dramatically than any other the need for schools to abandon "status quo paradigms"
that work against certain students, as Webb-Johnson puts it, and adopt new
paradigms that "embrace" their "critical thinking and acute observations about life"
(p. 653). In this regard, I see the incident as a missed opportunity. I believe that the
life-object lesson could have been structured in a way that served to expand the
definition of community at the same time it helped students construct knowledge
around the concept of respect. Instead of interpreting Lawrence's life-object choice
as bad behavior, I feel that the situation could have been used to establish the new
kind of "fairness" Tomlinson (2001) advocates, which does not presume to treat
everyone alike, but rather ensure that "each student gets what she needs in order to
grow and succeed" (p. 23).
Moreover, Charney (2002) argues, "We need to teach the rules proactively,
rather than simply wait for the carefully created rules to be broken" (p. 107). I think
that this is particularly true for students like Lawrence, whose life at home may be
very different from that at school. In my opinion, the life-object assignment was not
exactly structured in a way that adequately anticipated potential outcomes. At the
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very least, explicit directions could have narrowed the focus of the life-objects,
provided clearer object choices, or compelled students to submit their ideas first,
thereby sparing Lawrence the pain and embarrassment of having his life-object
rejected in front of the class. This seems to illustrate again precisely how meaningful
pre- and on-going assessment can provide necessary information so that teachers in
diverse classrooms are better able to accommodate individual learner needs,
abilities, and interests.
I think that even more could have been done to recognize students' "varying
background knowledge, readiness, language, preferences in learning and interests;
and to react responsively" (Hall et al, p. 3) in this situation. When describing key
best practices, Tomlinson (2001) explains that students experience the most
success when "what they learn is personally meaningful," and that "because
students have different backgrounds and interests, there's no guarantee that they'll
all find the same things personally interesting" (p. 18). Additionally, she argues that
students can only flourish when "they experience a positive emotional climate," and
that teachers should attend to these differences because "classrooms that are quite
positive for some students are distinctly not so for others" (p. 18). This was clearly
the case during the life-object assignment. Where most students received praise for
bringing in pictures of their country home or copies of their favorite video game,
Lawrence was reprimanded for bringing in the spent shell casing.
Nevertheless, the situation as it occurred still presented something of a
teachable moment, in my opinion. It was an occasion in which recognition, strategic,
and affective networks alike could have at once been engaged, in ways that are in
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fact highlighted as network-appropriate teaching methods in Hall et al's table on
page 43 of this paper.
For example, by brainstorming with students the many ways in which people
show each other respect and disrespect, such as compromise versus conflict,
multiple concrete examples could be generated to support diverse recognition
networks. By comparing and contrasting these different examples, critical features
such as empathy and acceptance versus apathy and intolerance could be
highlighted, further supporting recognition learning by helping students identify
patterns. Just like having students locate seeds in a variety of different fruits, this
activity could be a way to help students start bringing an abstract concept-like
respect-into the concrete.
Hall et al explain that by "reiterating the broad concepts, a goal of
differentiated instruction, teachers are highlighting essential components, better
supporting recognition" (p. 10). Like other principles of UDL, they argue that this
can benefit many different learners. The authors suggest, "Such a diversity of
examples may be vital in order for [students] to access the pattern being taught,"
and that "other students may benefit from the same examples by obtaining a
perspective that they otherwise might not" have (p. 10).
The life-object assignment might also have been structured in such a way
that would allow students the option of acting as "Expert for the Day," for example,
rather than require that they bring in an actual life-object. Providing Lawrence with
an opportunity to talk to the class about his own community, observations and
experiences, could be a more productive way of engaging him in classroom
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activities. The assignment could even be extended, by letting Lawrence conduct
some research on gun violence and present his findings to the class. Creating a
situation where classmates would turn to Lawrence for knowledge and information
could boost his self-confidence and sense of competence (Bolton, 1999).
Constructing the assignment in such a way could be an efficient, dynamic way to
underscore why certain aspects ofrespect, like listening to each other, flexibility,
compassion and compromise, are so important in order to solve our differences in
effective and productive ways.
Providing the class with flexible opportunities to demonstrate understanding
in this way would serve to support diverse strategic networks. More specifically, it
would provide Lawrence with a more supportive environment in which to practice
skills and obtain important ongoing and relevant feedback. According to Hall et al,
offering multiple, flexible methods of "expression and apprenticeship" (p. 7) is
necessary to support strategic learning. Moreover, I feel that providing flexible
options for engagement would support affective learning in a significant way.
Offering Lawrence these kinds of choices in context, content, and tools would be a
much more effective way to support diverse affective networks in the class.
Research suggests that when a teacher is able to incorporate a student's interests
into the curriculum fewer behavioral disruptions will result (Gunter et al, 2000).
In my opinion, applying principles and methods of differentiation in the
aforementioned ways would be a far more productive means of addressing
Lawrence's challenging behavior. In fact, I believe that this may actually represent
the kind of "new paradigms" Webb-Johnson is advocating. It would provide a means
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of incorporating Lawrence's background, interests, and experiences into classroom
activities in ways that embrace, rather than reject, his critical thinking and acute
observational awareness. Tomlinson (2001) discusses the importance of
"differentiating learning experiences to address academic diversity" (p. 14). My
suspicion is that it's just as important to differentiate learning experiences to
address ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic diversity, as well.
Based on the modifications I have outlined above to differentiate the lifeobject learning experience in Lawrence's classroom, a revised version of the first
sample table (from Hall et al) provided on page 52 of this paper which substitutes
my own ideas and language would look like the following:
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-TABLE I Teaching Behavioral Constructs in Lawrence's Classroom
Sample Lesson: Respect

I

UDL Teaching Method

Supportive Differentiated Instruction Feature(s)

Provide multiple examples .

Teacher and students brainstorm examples of ways in which people show respect and disrespect. Creating
and providing multiple examples will support recognition learning by allowing students to identify patterns,
similarities and differences, and obtai n different pers pectives on the same concept.

Highlight critical features.

Comparing and contrasting examples will enable the teacher to highlight desired characteristics - such as
caring, compromise, effective communication and listening . C ritical features will be highlighted in written
form during the oral presentation.

Provide multiple media and
formats.

Graphic organizers such as Venn diagrams may be used for comparing/ contrasting to support visual
learning . Individual presentations may include newspaper o r magazine articles (written), television or
movie clips (video), musical recordings (audio), etc, to support multiple preferred modes of learning.

Support background context.

Several levels of preparation were designed to support background context:
• Allowing students to generate examples enables them to connect concepts to specific actions
and events that are personally meaningful- helping to make a generalized, abstract concept
more concrete .
• Careful instructions are provided to ensure students understand assignment guidelines and
parameters. T his may include conferencing with individual students to check for understandin g.
Accommodations can be made, for example if a student is unable to bring in presentation
materials, alternative materials like photographs may be used .
• Lesson allows students to work within their own Z PD. For example, some students may opt for
formal presentations with reference materials, while others may offer informal presentations
based on personal experiences and storytelling.

•
Provide opportunities to
practice with support.

•
•

Controlled environment of brainstorming session provides opportunity for students to practice
"respect" while teacher can still provide checking and prompting.
Activity allows students to practice skills like listening to each other, accepting different ideas
and opinions, taking turns, etc, with both teacher and peer support.
Guided practice helps students during independent practice portions of the lesson , like during
presentations; this helps students apply skills in other settings.

Offer flexible opportunities
for demonstrating ski ll .

The design of this lesson allows students to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding in a variety of
different ways - as both a presenter and audience mem ber. The design also allows students to select their
best or preferred type of working situation and means for responding.

Offer choices of content and
tools.

Lesson is o rganized at numerous points for choice of tools:
• C hoice of resource materials (reference books, n ewspapers, periodicals, music , etc)
• C hoice of access (text, digital, audio)
C hoice of response style (oral presentation, written presentation, genre, etc)

•

Offer adjustable levels of
challenge.

Lesson is designed to ensure that examining the topic will be appropriately challenging for each student.
Students are able to use a variety of different materials, which contain a range of difficulty levels, and
provide different means of access.

Offer choices of learning
contexts.

Students are provided with multiple choices that help diversify available learning contexts:
• Students can choose their response style (written , oral , visual)
Students can incorporate their own interests and talents
Students can pick research material that is appropriately challenging
• Students can work independently, with a partner , or within a group

•
•

(revised from Hall et al, 2003)
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Differentiating for product. Tomlinson (2001) explains that unlike "a
sense-making activity, which is typically short and focuses on one, or just a few, key
understandings and skills, a product is a long-term endeavor" (p. 85). Tomlinson
points out that products are important not only because they represent student
understanding and application, but also because "they are the element of the
curriculum students can most directly 'own'," (p. 85). For this reason, I think that it
is imperative to involve students when establishing behavioral goals and developing
behavior plans.
Hall et al highlight several key components of product differentiation. The
authors emphasize how "initial and on-going assessment of student readiness and
growth" are a crucial part of functional and successful differentiation. Tomlinson
(2001) also touches upon this, citing the importance of using both formative and
summative evaluations, "based on the agreed-upon criteria for content and
production" (p. 88). Furthermore, Tomlinson underscores the importance of
involving the student in this process when she discusses the role of student "selfevaluation" (p. 88). In my opinion, these things are just as important, if not more so,
when dealing with behavior. In other words, just as it is necessary to provide a
student with on-going and relevant feedback, it is essential to receive on-going and
relevant feedback from the student when addressing challenging behavior.
Hall et al suggest that it is important for teachers to "vary expectations and
requirements" (p. 5) when differentiating for student responses, so that students
are able to manifest knowledge and understanding in multiple different ways. I
believe that the biggest implication for student behavior here involves goal setting.
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I think that it is critical to establish realistic and attainable goals so that students are
able to experience a sense of achievement and success. Tomlinson (2001) explains,
"If tasks are far ahead of a student's current point of mastery, frustration results and

leaning does not" (p. 8). Behavioral expectations are no exception, in my opinion.
Similarly, I think that it makes sense then to plan behavioral objectives "in
incremental steps resulting in a continuum of skills-building tasks" (p. 4), as Hall et
al recommend. The authors point out, "A well-designed student product...offers
varying degrees of difficulty" (p. 5).
Hall et al also discuss the importance of balancing "teacher-assigned and
student-selected tasks" (p. 5) as a means of enhancing affective learning by
providing the student with adjustable levels of challenge, choices of learning
context, content and tools, and even rewards. If it is true, as Tomlinson asserts, that
product is the element of the curriculum students can most directly own, then I
think that it is makes sense to focus on achieving this same balance to effectively
address challenging behavior. In other words, it is important that not all behavioral
directives be teacher-generated. Tomlinson explains, "Although students have a
number of product requirements laid out for them, they will add some of their own
criteria for success" (p. 90). I think that this is a wise format to follow for behavior,
as well.
Tomlinson discusses the importance of involving parents. She recommends
that teachers communicate information "regarding time lines, requirements,
rationale for the product, how they can help" and, perhaps just as important, "what
they should avoid doing during creation of the product" (p. 88). The positive
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behavior support plan referenced earlier, that would allow Lawrence to practice
organizational tasks at home for rewards, would be one simple way to facilitate this
kind of parental involvement. Tomlinson also suggests that whenever possible the
teacher should "arrange for student products to be viewed by someone other than
just you" (p. 88). In this case, Lawrence's mother is supportive and communicative,
so she provides the perfect opportunity to capitalize on this kind of resource.
Finally, Tomlinson discusses the use of products "as one way to help students
see the ideas and skills they study in school being used in the real world by real
people to address real issues or problems" (p. 88). As part of this process, she
suggests that teachers should "talk with [their] students often about the need for
both critical and creative thinking" and "help them build passion for ideas being
pursued" (p. 88). Personally, I cannot think of a more appropriate circumstance or
creative means of accomplishing this than by constructing and implementing the
kind of classroom activity outlined earlier, involving the concept of respect and lifeobject lesson. In my opinion, it would demonstrate for students, in a powerful,
dynamic way, exactly why things like effective communication and conflict
resolution skills are so important, both inside and outside of school, while
cultivating passion and embracing critical and creative thinking.
I can clearly see Lawrence benefitting greatly from this kind of differentiation
in the classroom. As a result, I feel that applying principles and methods of
differentiation in this way would be a far more productive means of addressing his
challenging behavior than constant reprimands and negative consequences.
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Case Study 2: Leonard

Pre-assessment. Leonard's acting out behavior comes in many forms. He
consistently makes a mess of himself in the art room, usually during clean-up time.
When he should be having fun playing group games in gym class, he instead
becomes so frustrated with the prospects of losing that he throws a tantrum, quits,
and storms off without the teacher's permission. Leonard is also habitually late in
arriving to school. When he finally does walk through the door he disrupts morning
meeting. His teachers are constantly reminding him that this is not fair to the rest of
the class.
Although a full functional behavioral assessment (FBA) was never completed
in Leonard's case, this type of measure would have been appropriate and very
useful. Fortunately, basic observation and recording alone were enough to establish
a meaningful pre-assessment in this situation. Informal interviews of Leonard and
his parents also revealed crucial information about his behavior. Simply by asking
some basic questions, I learned that Leonard's parents were going through a not-soamicable divorce. They were maintaining separate residences and Leonard was
splitting his time between the two. This meant that he not only had to adjust to
sleeping in different beds, but that he was regularly traveling to and from school
from disparate locations. After learning of this, one of my first questions to Leonard
when I would see him was, "Did you get enough sleep last night?" It was usually
apparent that he did not. Not only could this account for his frequent tardiness, I
concluded that it went a long way in explaining his agitated state once he did enter
the classroom.
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Levine (2002) discusses the potential impact of sleep-arousal imbalance.
According to Levine, inconsistent sleep patterns can adversely affect everything
from processing controls like mental activation and saliency determination, to focal
maintenance and satisfaction controls. In fact, I am hard-pressed to find a single
parameter in Levine's "Inventory of Traits for Attentional Dysfunction" (p. 58) that
was not applicable in Leonard's case. The fact that logistical dynamics at home often
prevented Leonard from "falling or staying asleep" (p. 58) meant that he was
frequently "fidgety when needing to concentrate" and that his "mental effort" was
"unpredictable" (p. 58) at best. Leonard also struggled with satisfaction controls.
Be it throwing a paper airplane or laughing uncontrollably at a classmate's hiccups,
Leonard clearly had "trouble delaying gratification" and was "easily distracted by
irrelevant sounds [or] background noises," (p. 58).
This is to say nothing of the emotional toll that the separation was having on
him. Levine explains how children often become "very preoccupied and depressed
because [their] parents are having serious marital problems" (p. 61). These children
will inevitably be "worried about the future," and Levine argues that this "anxiety
and preoccupation" often results in "trouble concentrating in school" (p. 61). There
was more than ample evidence of this in Leonard's case.
Leonard's situation at home had profound implications for collaborative
management, as well. Unlike Lawrence's case, where collaborative management was
complicated because home and school environments differed so dramatically, in
Leonard's case collaborative management was problematic because vital supports
at home were insufficient. Leonard's parents were often too entangled in their own
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predicament to attend to Leonard's needs, and when they were able to involve
themselves in Leonard's learning they were putting too much pressure on him.
Whether Leonard was internalizing his parents' anxieties, blaming himself for their
separation, or simply insecure because of a well-adjusted, overachieving sibling,
"overwhelming feelings" were unquestionably fueling his "overt behaviors" (p. 10),
as Boyle and Danforth (2007) put it.
At the same time, Leonard was doing a great job of hiding these feelings,
which did not make things any easier for his teachers. Leonard clearly needed help
in developing the ability to reflect on his own needs and in finding the necessary
language to communicate those needs. Although establishing an authentic rapport
with Leonard enabled me to elicit vital information, even my "daily priority of
building trusting relationships" (Boyle & Danforth, p. 10) was doing little to help
Leonard develop essential "self-esteem, personal insight, self-control, and social
skills." As a result, I believe that the most important component of a meaningful preassessment in Leonard's case would be identifying patterns in his behavior that
could help determine a focus for differentiation.
In Fulfilling the Promise of a Differentiated Classroom, Tomlinson (2003)
defines differentiated instruction as "responsive instruction" (p. 2). More
specifically, she discusses how the teacher in a differentiated classroom must attend
to "student emotions or feelings (affect) as well as to student cognition" (p. 4). "In
fact," she argues, "the two are inextricably bound" (p. 4 ). Tomlinson insists that the
teacher must also consider student readiness, "to ensure effective and efficient
learning" (p. 3). She argues that a student's "general cognitive proficiency" affects
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his or her readiness, and that "readiness is also profoundly influenced by a student's
prior learning and life experiences, attitudes about school, and habits of mind" (p.
3). In light of a meaningful pre-assessment, these things would clearly have to be
considered carefully in Leonard's case.

Differentiating for content. Greene (2008) describes kids who have
"difficulty seeking attention in appropriate ways," "difficulty starting conversations,
entering groups [and] connecting with people" (p. 15), and "difficulty expressing
concerns, needs, or thoughts in words" (p. 19). All of these characteristics accurately
describe Leonard. Greene asks, "Can kids be taught to articulate their concerns,
needs, and thoughts more effectively?" (p. 19). His response is an unequivocal "yes,"
but he adds "not until adults understand that it's the lack of these skills that is
setting the stage for challenging behavior" (p. 19). I agree with Greene that
acknowledging these lagging skills is a necessary first step, and believe that
developing strategies to help Leonard build these particular skills should be the
logical next step.
Boyle and Danforth (2007) highlight "Five Essential Environmental
Questions" (p.17) that should be considered when addressing student behavior.
First, the authors recommend asking if there is a particular "setting, time of day, [or]
activity" that can be connected to "recent incidents of misbehavior" (p. 17). Second,
the authors suggest asking if there are "repeated patterns" of behavior that can be
identified. In Leonard's case, it was consistently around the same time of day-the
last few minutes of Art period-that he would show up unannounced at my door to
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declare that he'd been sent out again for making a mess of himself and the room
during clean-up time.
Third, Boyle and Danforth explain that a functional behavioral assessment
(FBA) can serve to establish "a count of behaviors," "document behavior chains,"
and ultimately "create an explanation for the individual's behavior that functionally
links that behavior to events occurring in temporal proximity" (p. 9). Steps for
conducting a full FBA can be found in Addressing Student Problem Behavior-Part II:

Conducting a Functional Behavioral Assessment, available on the Center for Effective
Collaboration and Practice's web site (www.air.org/cecp). For my purposes here, a
simple examination of antecedents and consequences was enough to establish that
Leonard was routinely making a mess of himself during clean-up time in Art
(antecedent), which in turn was resulting in follow-up that would cut twenty or
thirty minutes into his next period, which was Writing (consequent).
As a fourth essential environmental question, Boyle and Danforth
recommend asking "the individual or group experiencing behavior problems" if they
are also "experiencing ... any discomfort" (p. 17) with classroom activities occurring
at the same time. Subsequent conversations with Leonard confirmed that he was
struggling with several aspects of writing, including graphomotor function. Boyle
and Danforth argue that the "source of specific behaviors can be found in the
environmental stimuli that reward, fail to reward, or punish" (p. 8). Leonard's case
seems to be a perfect example of this. Rather than misbehavior, his actions could
more accurately be described as avoidance behavior, and in negative consequences
Leonard had found a highly effective means of getting out of his dreaded Writing
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period. Boyle and Danforth point out, "Even behavior we deem 'inappropriate' is
meaningful and important in some way to the child or children who do the
behavior" (p. 17). This certainly seemed to be the case with Leonard.
Boyle and Danforth address this dilemma in their discussion of "related
consequences" (p. 18). The authors argue, "If consequences are logically related to
the misbehavior, then the student is more likely to learn a desirable lesson" (p. 18).
The basic premise here is that "consequences should improve the problem
situation" (p. 18), and this clearly was not occurring in Leonard's case. Furthermore,
the authors raise an important point when they explain how an absence of
recognition and support for academic struggles often means that the student will
not "feel loved and respected within the community" (p. 20). I agree with Boyle and
Danforth that it is crucial for teachers to consider how a lack of connectedness,
unity, and caring can precipitate and encourage behavior problems.
Finally, Boyle and Danforth recommend asking, "What changes can
reasonably be made?" and what is the teacher's role in "improving upon this
problem situation?" (p. 17). So in terms of content, I believe that writing supports
should be a primary focus in Leonard's case. I also feel that finding ways to help
Leonard develop the ability to reflect on his needs and build the language skills
necessary to communicate those needs will be a critical component of addressing
his challenging behavior effectively.
In my opinion, Leonard's case is another example that clearly illustrates how
a punitive approach to challenging behavior can often be counterproductive. It
highlights the danger of mistakenly placing "punishment over logical consequences"
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(p. 7), as Polly Nichols (1992) puts it, and underscores the need to find alternative,
more productive means of addressing these situations. Nichols contends that this is
a common mistake, which occurs when behavior modification techniques are
"poorly understood and improperly applied" (p. 11).

Differentiating for process. Levine (2002) describes motoric performance
as "the most visible of innate abilities" (p. 151). He emphasizes how "it is
disheartening to have physical inabilities that perpetually bring embarrassment and
incite ridicule or criticism" (p. 151). It is difficult to disagree, as Levine further
underscores this point when he suggests that finding a "successful mode of motor
output [is] especially critical in the case of a child who is deprived motorically and is
having trouble in [specific] academic subjects" (p. 157). According to Levine, "Much
research indicates that students with language delays are prone to develop behavior
problems, excessive anxiety, and abysmally low self-esteem" (p. 9). Levine argues,
"Language difficulties can severely damage the fragile egos of children," and
contends, "academic delays and a total loss of interest and motivation are common
end results of language dysfunction" (p. 9).
Levine also describes two distinct variations of noncompliant behavior:
"destructive and aggressive behaviors that harm or interfere with the rights of
others," and those behaviors that "may not be hurting anyone else" (p. 247) but still
prevent the student from meeting expectations. I believe that this is an important
distinction and feel that Leonard's noncompliance is much more characteristic of
the latter. In Levine's terms, Leonard is exhibiting classic "failure-avoidance tactics,"
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which is typical of a "student who is afraid to try because of a perceived strong
likelihood of failure" (p. 24 7).
As such, I believe that it makes more sense to put process supports in place
for Leonard, rather than reinforce his negative behavior with punishments. In my
opinion, an essential first step should be to change the learning environment.
Tomlinson (2003) describes this learning environment as "both the operation and
the tone of a classroom" (p. 5). Tomlinson argues that both of these factors
"profoundly affect the potential for responsive teaching" (p. 6). Levine's position
would seem to support this. He argues that children experiencing difficulty in school
"should know that their teachers are aware of how hard it is for them" (p. 150).
I think that one way to support Leonard's affective learning would be to
employ a more empathetic approach. Boyle and Danforth (2007) describe this kind
of approach as "responding with understanding," which they argue "validates the
student's worries, concerns, and perspective as real and worthwhile" (p. 12). The
authors claim these types of counseling techniques "provide emotional
support...while promoting self-understanding, social awareness, problem-solving
skills, and self-control" (p. 11). This is how I would characterize my interactions
with Leonard. It was a simple deed that went a long way in alleviating Leonard's
pervasive anxiety, thereby engaging him more productively in the process. In other
words, "When students have a secure relationship with their teachers, they are
more comfortable taking risks, persisting when they run into difficulty, [and] asking
questions when they are confused" (p. 47, Stipek, 2006).
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Leonard's case also underscores several important environmental
considerations involving time, physical space, and patterns of interaction. Based on
information readily obtainable in a pre-assessment, it would be apparent that
working in homogenous table groups during writing activities was a primary
stressor for Leonard. Leonard was obviously embarrassed by his challenges and was
going to extreme lengths to prevent the possibility of these challenges being
exposed. Tomlinson (2001) discusses various strategies to support differentiated
processing which I think are applicable here. Like content, she explains that process
can also be differentiated to accommodate such factors as student readiness,
student interest, and a student's learning profile. Tomlinson lists "learning logs,
journals, learning centers, and labs" (p. 80), as well as flexible grouping, as examples
of strategies that make differentiation of process possible.
Giving Leonard the option to work one-on-one with a trusted classmate or
teacher at a previously designated workstation could diminish his sense of peer
pressure and the possibility of public embarrassment. Tomlinson (2001) explains
that using "instructional strategies [that] invite teachers to have students work in
small groups or independently ...makes it easier for a teacher to reach out to
individuals and to match activities or process to needs of individuals" (p. 80). Not
only do I believe that this would alleviate some of Leonard's stress surrounding
writing activities, I feel that offering activities in varying degrees of difficulty and
with varied amounts of teacher or peer support in this way would enhance
Leonard's affective learning.
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Workstations like learning centers or labs could be a way to incorporate
supportive technology, such as keyboarding, the use of AlphaSmart devices, and
even voice recognition software, into the classroom. According to Rose and Meyer
(2002), these are the kinds of UDL teaching methods that provide not merely
multiple media and formats which support diverse recognition networks, but also
flexible models of skilled performance, flexible opportunities for demonstrating
skill, and opportunities to practice with support which could support Leonard's
strategic learning. Finally, this would offer the kind of choices in learning context,
content and tools, and flexible methods of expression and apprenticeship advocated
by Rose and Meyer. I feel that making changes like these in the learning
environment would serve not only to accommodate some of Leonard's writing
challenges, but some of his behavioral issues, as well.
I think that in Leonard's case, it will also be critical to develop metacognitive
and communication skills. Tomlinson (2003) writes, "Important as self-esteem is,
the developing person must move from its protective cocoon toward a sense of selfefficacy" (p. 17). "Each student," Tomlinson argues, "needs to know that he can
accomplish significant things" (p. 17). In my opinion, this will be a key component of
addressing Leonard's challenging behavior.
Merritt and Culatta (1998) describe students like Leonard as, "Yet to develop
the kind of self-understanding necessary for self-advocacy that will empower [them]
to work with teachers and other education specialists to change [their] learning
approaches" (p. 3). I believe that it is imperative to scaffold Leonard's abilities in
this area so that he can find more productive ways of expressing himself. Merritt
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and Culatta point out that even when educators are able to identify "the student who
is having difficulty learning" and cannot keep pace with "classroom routines and
requirements" (p. 4), seldom do they ask, "whether or not the child knows the
speaking scripts that will facilitate successful participation or interaction" (p. 7).
In my opinion, this is certainly true in Leonard's case.
One possible strategy to help Leonard learn the language necessary to
identify his challenges, articulate his concerns, and express his needs could be the
use of scripting. Merritt and Culatta argue, "Students must be able to understand
and participate in school scripts and in instructional discourse routines to be
successful learners" (p. 7). Based on this premise, teachers working with Leonard
could document their exchanges for later transcription. Leonard could then use
these scripts as a template, to practice and construct other scripts, or to preview
other relevant situations with different teachers and in different subjects. Merritt
and Culatta assert, "As students learn new ways of interacting within the school,
they become partners with their teachers and other students within instructional
exchanges" (p. 27).
This strategy alone would support several of the network-appropriate UDL
teaching methods recommended by Rose and Meyer, in my opinion. It would
support recognition learning by providing Leonard with multiple, varied examples
of effective communication and self-expression. Sample scripts could also be used as
a way to highlight critical features of effective communication and self-expression,
such as tact and truthfulness, in a way that brings the discussion from the abstract
into the concrete. Rose and Meyer argue that such flexible opportunities to
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demonstrate skill enable the student to approach learning from different
perspectives, with different knowledge, and using different strategies, which could
bolster Leonard's strategic learning.
I feel that supporting Leonard's access, participation, and progress in ways
that "minimize barriers and maximize flexibility" (p. 7), as Hall et al put it, would
strengthen Leonard's affective learning. Allowing Leonard to choose from a variety
of scripts that address various levels of challenge and sensitivity for him, from
mechanical issues involving graphomotor function to emotional issues like fear of
failure and subsequent embarrassment, for example, would be a way to scaffold
Leonard's communication skills and create the kind of incremental steps suggested
by Hall et al. Hall et al remind us that by fostering student engagement in the
learning process we increase the student's own investment. I feel that applying
principles and methods of differentiation in this way to address Leonard's
challenging behavior would accomplish more than constantly sending him out of the
classroom, which only seemed to exacerbate his anxiety.
Finally, Levine (2002) writes, "Parents should work closely with teachers to
help children whose anxiety is ...school related" (p. 242). He recommends that
parents identify the sources of a child's anxiety at home, such as aggravating factors
like sibling or parental conflict, both of which happen to be relevant in Leonard's
case. Here, informing Leonard's parents about strategies being implemented in the
classroom to support Leonard's expressive language, both verbal and written, would
be an effective way to open up an important dialogue about Leonard's life at home.
Sharing with Leonard's parents insight about the needs and concerns he may be
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expressing during writing activities at school, for example, might not only elicit
additional critical information from Leonard's parents, it could be a gentle way to
solicit their assistance at home by finding ways for them to reinforce these new
adaptive teaching methods occurring at school. Hall et al also remind us, "By
educating parents about the UDL activities going on in the classroom, teachers ca n
develop a support system of informed individuals who can assist and advocate for
UDL instruction" (p. 20).
One classroom activity in particular that could help facilitate this kind of
parental involvement might be journal writing. Tomlinson (2001) argues that
because journaling lends itself to "tiered assignments or parallel tasks at varied
levels of difficulty," it is an ideal strategy "for offering differentiated sense-making or
processing options for students in mixed-ability classrooms" (p. 80). Tomlinson
describes journaling as the perfect "anchor activity" (p. 35), and explains that "using
specified activities to which students automatically move when they complete an
assigned task" can be an effective way to free up the teacher so they can focus their
attention on individual students.
Tomlinson also explains how journal writing offers flexibility in prompts. On
some days, the teacher can give "varied journal prompts to her students based on
their interests and needs," while on other days "all students will have the same
prompt because it is essential for all of them to think about a common idea" (p. 83).
In this case, the teacher could find occasions to prompt students to focus entries on
feelings and emotions, family and home life, or hopes and dreams for areas of
improvement and collaborative problem-solving within the classroom.
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Levine (2002) notes, "Children with extreme anticipatory anxiety often
benefit from keeping a [journal] in which they record each night their current
worries" (p. 241). Levine recommends that with the help of an adult the journal
should be reviewed at regular intervals. He argues that these retrospective analyses
can be a concrete way of demonstrating to a student that earlier concerns are often
unwarranted, and that these analyses can help identify future concerns, as well.
Engaging the help of Leonard's parents in this capacity would be another way to
help build the home-school connection in Leonard's case.
Furthermore, this kind of activity could be adapted in any number of ways.
For example, Leonard could use an audio recorder or voice recognition software to
log his entries in order to reduce the load on graphomotor function. As such, I think
that journaling would be a great way of showing Leonard that writing is not
necessarily restricted to academics, but can be a powerful means of self-expression,
too. Leonard could benefit immensely from such an activity because it is the kind of
language activity that lends itself to the incorporation of structured supports, while
at the same time facilitating self-expression by accommodating individual needs and
interests. Levine suggests, "Children with deficient outputs may often long for
results in which they can take justifiable pride" (p. 179). If this could be
accomplished in Leonard's case, I feel that fewer behavioral challenges would result.
Based on the modifications I h ave outlined above to differentiate a journal
writing activity in Lawrence's classroom, a revised version of the second sample
table (from Hall et al) provided on page 54 of this paper which substitutes my own
ideas and language would look like the following:
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-TABLE2Teaching Self-Expression and Advocacy in Leonard's Classroom
Sample Activity: Journal Writing
UDL Teaching
Method

I

Differentiated Instruction Features

Provide
multiple
examples.

Activity allows for numerous and varied prompts; the teacher can incorporate prompts
that compel students to reflect on and discuss their own individual needs and interests,
strengths and struggles, insecurities and feelings. This dynamic also enables the teacher
to provide multiple models and examples of writing.

Highlight
critical features.

Different prompts can be used to hi ghlight different critical features of writing, such as
self-expression, personal voice, syntax, vocabulary, grammar and punctuation, etc. This
will enable the teacher to break the writing process down into more manageable
component parts for students, and allow the teacher to focus on those aspects of the
process that are most challenging and problematic for particular students.

Provide
multiple media
and formats.

Learning centers and labs will be established in the classroom to offer alternatives to
manual writing, such as keyboarding, Alphasmart boards, and voice recognition
software. Students will have the option of using digital and audio technologies to record
their journal entries. Photographs and illustrations may also be used to supplement
written assignments.

Support
background
context.

Through the use of multiple and varied prompts, the teacher will be able to incorporate
different interests, background knowledge and experiences, as well as accommodate
diverse readiness levels. Entries will provide the teacher with more student material to
evaluate for future reference in the classroom.

Provide
ongoing,
relevant
feedback.

The design of this activity allows for both teacher and peer feedback, if desired. The
activity can be structured as an "anchor activity," which would provide the teacher with
an opportunity to both give and receive ongoing, relevant feedback from students.
Feedback can involve writing, but may also include social-emotional or behavioral
issues related to journal entries.

Offer choices of
content and
tools.

Activity is designed to provide students with ample opportunity to incorporate their
own interests and talents (content), and choose their tools, including resources, access
(text, digital, audio) and response style.

Offer adjustable
levels of
challenge.

Structure of activity provides opportunities for the teacher to work one-on-one with
indi vidual students. Although all students will be working on the same task, the activity
is also designed to provide varying supports, so students are able to adjust the level of
independence and difficulty in their written responses.

(revised from Hall et al, 2003)
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Differentiating for product. Tomlinson (2001) outlines several strategies
for differentiating products. Tomlinson recommends using products "that allow
students to express themselves in ways other than written language alone" (p. 90).
Needless to say, this will be particularly important in Leonard's case. Tomlinson also
talks about the importance of giving assignments "in smaller increments ...so that
tasks seem manageable and comfortably structured" (p. 91). This is another key
consideration. Leonard clearly finds certain tasks overwhelming. So when dealing
with challenging behavior, I believe it is just as important to break specific problems
down into their component parts in order to establish realistic, manageable goals,
just as we would with curricular objectives.
Greene (2008) explains that because so much of our daily life involves
language and communication, "It's no accident that kids who are lacking such skills
have trouble handling the social, emotional, and behavioral demands that are placed
upon them" (p. 18). According to Greene, this is because they "have trouble finding
the words to tell someone what's the matter or what they need" (p. 19). Greene
makes several important points here. He argues that the reminder "use your words"
won't help much "if a kid doesn't have the words" (p. 19). He describes how these
kids often express themselves physically, through "shoving, hitting" or "running out
of the classroom" (p. 19). He describes how they often resort to using more colorful
language, like "screw you," "shut up," or "I hate you." Greene also describes how they
can "become withdrawn" (p. 19). Leonard frequently uses this kind of language and
exhibits some of these very same behaviors.
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Greene explains, "Adults often don't think to assess these skills when they're
trying to figure out why a challenging kid is challenging" (p. 19). Furthermore, he
argues, "The testing instrumentation used when these skills are being assessed
doesn't pick up on the finer-grained lagging skills that may be involved" (p. 19).
Therefore, I do not believe that the impact of language-processing demands on
classroom performance and behavior can be overstated. Tomlinson (2001) suggests
that teachers must ensure that "students who have difficulty with school tasks have
both challenging products to create and support systems leading to success" (p. 90).
An Internet search of "journal writing activities" returned 98,100,000 results.
Browsing only the first page of these, I found prompts containing sentence starters
such as, "The thing that makes me the saddest is ... " and, "Ten things that really
stress me out are ..." (retrieved from www.scribetime.net). Other prompts involved
fictionalized situations that began, "Imagine you are ..." and included doze format
questions like, "If I were a teacher I would _ _ _ to help students _ _ _"
(retrieved from www.superteacherworksheets.com), which compelled students to
reenact actual home and classroom scenarios. I believe that designing journal
writing activities in such a way would not only provide Leonard with challenging
products to create and support systems to rely upon, as Tomlinson recommends, it
would establish a safe, structured setting for Leonard to begin confronting his
challenges and provide him with the language necessary to begin articulating his
thoughts and feelings more productively.
Finally, Tomlinson suggests that it is also important to occasionally "review
the big picture of the product with the students-asking them to reflect on why it's
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important, what they are learning, how parts of the product fit together to make a
big picture of meaning, how the product relates to what's going on in class, and so
on" (p. 91). Whether evaluating an academic task or assessing progress in a
behavior plan, I think that this is good advice indeed, and would prove to be very
useful in cultivating metacogniton and fostering self-awareness in Leonard's case.
Case Study 3: Lillian

Pre-assessment. Pre-assessment in Lillian's case is problematic for a
number of reasons. Much like Levine (2002) discusses collaborative management,
Tomlinson (2001) talks about the importance of partnering with families to
facilitate successful learning. More specifically, she insists that teachers "need the
parent's perspective on what will work best in helping their children learn," and that
parents "need to receive concrete suggestions of things they can do to be partners in
their children's learning" (p. 44). Tomlinson does not, however, discuss the
implications when this "proactive communication" is strained.
Among other things, Lillian is impulsive, easily distractible, unable to selfregulate, incapable of maintaining her focus and attending to tasks, or respond
appropriately to redirection. As a result, Lillian is not ready to engage productively
in the classroom. The consensus among her teachers is that Lillian exhibits behavior
indicative of attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In fact, many of
Lillian's teachers feel that these behaviors are severe enough to warrant a full
psycho-educational evaluation.
Lillian's parents, on the other hand, seem unsettled by all this talk of formal
evaluations and support services. In their mind, these don't represent possible
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solutions, but rather potential black marks that could tarnish Lillian's school record
and follow her into adulthood. Suffice to say, Lillian's parents are not receptive to
the school's suggestions. This means that in Lillian's case, collaborative management
is complicated because her parents and the school do not agree on the nature and
extent of her challenges, nor do they share a common vision of how to remediate
these challenges. This also means that the prospects of a formal diagnosis and
clinical intervention in Lillian's case are unlikely. Even finding ways to support a
behavior plan at home seems unrealistic.
However, Greene (2008) argues that formal diagnoses "aren't especially
useful for understanding kids with behavioral challenges or for helping adults know
what to do next ... because diagnoses don't give us any information about the
cognitive skills a kid may be lacking" (p. 15). He includes bipolar disorder,
oppositional defiant disorder, and ADHD in his list of examples of such diagnoses.
Greene contends, "Kids don't generally exhibit challenging behavior in a vacuum" (p.
15). According to Greene, this behavior requires "a kid who's lacking skills and an
environment that demands those skills" (p. 15). Although Tomlinson (2003) focuses
primarily on content, process, and product when discussing classroom elements
that can be modified to accommodate student variation, she cites learning
environment as a fourth element. Tomlinson argues, "Rules for members of the
class, furniture arrangement, [and] guidelines for how to get help with work" (p. 5),
among other things, all contribute to the learning environment. In my opinion, this
aspect of differentiation is particularly relevant in Lillian's case.
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Based on the background information and learning profile that could be
generated from a meaningful pre-assessment, and the absence of a productive
partnership with her parents, I think that in Lillian's case it makes sense to focus on
any possible adaptations and supports that could readily be provided in the
classroom. For this reason, I feel that the third table included in Hall et al's report
would be most applicable here. In the two previous tables, the authors first provide
UDL teaching methods then highlight various features of differentiated instruction
that can be used to support those methods. In this third example, the authors first
identify lesson barriers then highlight UDL strategies that can help minimize those
barriers. This format seemed most effective to illustrate which environmental
factors might be contributing to Lillian's challenging behavior, and how specific
changes could help.

Differentiating for learning environment. Greene (2008) describes
children who have "difficulty reflecting on multiple thoughts or ideas
simultaneously," "difficulty considering the likely outcomes or consequences of
[their] actions" (p. 17), and "difficulty handling transitions, shifting from one mindset or task to another" (p. 16), often referred to as shifting cognitive set. I think that
all of these accurately describe Lillian. Greene argues that just as "kids who have
difficulty reading are more likely to struggle when life demands that they read ... kids
who have difficulty shifting cognitive set are more likely to struggle when life
demands that they shift cognitive set" (p. 17). Greene asks, "Does this mean that
adults should stop telling kids what to do or completely eliminate demands for
shifting cognitive set?" (p. 17). According to him, of course not. Greene insists,
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however, that if we want to address this kind of challenging behavior effectively,
"The most important thing is to understand that the kid isn't testing limits or being
manipulative or controlling; rather he's lacking an important skill" (p. 17).
There are three simple rules in Lillian's classroom: 1. Take care of myself and
others, 2. Take care of the class and the school, and 3. Take care to do my best work.
Although this would seem to be a reasonable number of rules for a 1st grade
classroom, and although the rules are relatively simple, they are also difficult to see.
It is virtually impossible to distinguish the rules amidst the many other materials
posted in the immediate vicinity. The rules are posted right next to the whiteboard,
beside a handful of magnetized binder clips and a Spanish calendar, underneath
picture cards for the letters of the alphabet and a large number line, and
immediately above a busy assortment of student artwork and classroom messages.
The very size, shape, and color of the paper relegate it to the background. Black ink
on dark blue 8 ½ x 11-inch construction paper may not be the best choice. I feel that
it would be helpful to construct and display the classroom rules in a much more
prominent manner, so as to minimize the possibility of the rules being overlooked,
misunderstood, or simply ignored.
Charney (2002) advocates collaborative rule making with students. She
argues that the process of establishing classroom rules should involve a
"conversation in which children have a voice, identify their hopes and dreams for
school, and explore the purpose and meaning of [the] rules" (p.76). Looking at the
current display, there is little evidence that such a conversation ever took place.
Furthermore, the diminutive size of the display and obscure quality of the text make
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it virtually impossible for a teacher to reference and reinforce these rules efficiently
and effectively. Conversely, there is a great deal of unused space to be found on
adjacent walls, and the space that is occupied is not used productively. For example,
there is fifteen feet or more of empty space along one of the walls stretching from
the ceiling down to the windows, while hanging on the other half of this wall are a
handful of random posters, several of which contain text that is far too small for
even adults to discern and complex language that is not developmentally
appropriate for a 1 st grade classroom. These include a poster of the food pyramid
containing fairly technical information about food groups and food science, as well
as long, involved discussion notes and transcribed reflections from a recent field
trip. I think that a more productive use of this space would be to take these posters
down and devote the entire wall to community rules.
Charney describes one possible method for generating classroom rules in
which the teacher offers his own vision statement for the year (e.g. "I hope we can
all learn together"), before recording the hopes and dreams of each student.
Students will then draw a visual representation of their idea. Charney states, "When
students extend their thoughts ... they tend to move from the more general to the
concrete, thus adding clarity and focus" (p. 80). Charney argues that abstract ideas
"need to be anchored in particular actions and events for children to understand
them" (p. 95). As in my previously-mentioned case studies, I believe that this will be
an important factor for Lillian.
Moreover, I feel that this kind of collaborative rule making represents
another differentiated strategy that is consistent with a UDL framework. Allowing
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students to identify their own hopes and dreams would generate multiple examples
for the class. Exploring the purpose and meaning of each rule would be a way to
highlight critical features, the way in which sharing materials contributes to the
functioning of the classroom community, for example. Compelling students to
extend their thoughts and build meaning through representation (Dewey, 1938) by
having them draw a picture of their idea constitutes an efficient way of supporting
background context. This visual representation would also provide students with
flexible choices of content and opportunities for demonstrating skill, as it allows for
multiple modes of expression and enables each student to process the information
through his own experiences. Therefore, I believe that this would be a good strategy
to use in Lillian's case because it supports diverse recognition, strategic, and
affective networks in a mixed-ability classroom. It is precisely one of those UDL
methods designed to anticipate the needs of one individual that can lead to
"improved usability for everyone" (Hall et al, p. 7).
Charney explains how she "has used various processes successfully over the
years," and that she has "seen many different approaches work in classrooms" (p.
76). However, Charney maintains that guidelines for the posting of classroom rules
are not at all ambiguous. She writes, "Children need to see the rules posted and
know that teachers see them" (p. 94). Furthermore, in a 1st grade classroom like
Lillian's, Charney argues that it is important for children to "illustrate their favorite
rule and add their own interpretation" (p. 94) to make sense of the rules. Charney
insists that the final version of classroom rules must be written on a "poster-sized
chart," displayed in a "central place in the room," and signed by all class members,
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"making sure their names are clearly visible and readable" (p. 94). In my opinion,
this would be a good place to at least begin addressing Lillian's behavioral
challenges.
Carbone (2001) explains, "The literature on environmental accommodations
for children with ADHD focuses almost exclusively on curricular adaptations,
revamped instructional styles, and cognitive behavior training" (p. 72). Although the
impact of physical classroom design for children with sensory and physical
challenges seems well-documented, Carbone explains, "The limited studies that
examine the effect of physical classroom design changes on ADHD behavior of
students reported a significant reduction in the frequency and duration of
nonattending incidents" (p. 72). So I think that it also makes sense to investigate the
possibility of pursuing some basic structural changes in Lillian's classroom.
The setting in Lillian's classroom is often described as an open classroom
model with multiple modes of instruction occurring simultaneously. Although this
structure provides many desirable features for student-centered learning, such as
freedom of movement, Carbone cites critics who describe "these more open models
as psychologically damaging or noisy and visually distracting" (p. 73). Carbone
argues, "We need alternative structural responses to manage students with
hyperactive symptoms" (p. 73). I believe that this is true in Lillian's case.
To provide a structural response for students with hyperactivity and
attention issues, Carbone suggests that one of the first things a teacher must do is
"remove the child from potentially distracting areas, such as near windows" (p. 73).
Carbone argues that it is also important to "surround the child with ADHD with
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well-behaved, attentive classmates" (p. 73). To cultivate the kind of positive peer

attention Carbone describes, I think that a logical first step might be to change
Lillian's meeting seat. Unfortunately, the location of the meeting area itself makes it
virtually impossible to remove Lillian entirely from other distractions in the vicinity.
Regardless of Lillian's vantage point, the window will likely remain a distraction.
However, this window is equipped with blinds. One strategy that I have not seen
teachers try is to simply close these blinds periodically, particularly when the class
is gathered in the meeting area. This simple adaptation would not only reduce visual
and aural distractions, it could be used to regulate brightness in the room during
important discussions or quiet work times.
Changing the location of the quiet area might also help. Admittedly, though,
there is little space in the classroom with which to work. One possible solution to
this problem might be to switch just two pieces of furniture. There is currently a
small table, which serves as the classroom help desk, located between the meeting
and quiet areas, and a bookshelf situated in front of the window adjacent to the
meeting area. The help desk could be placed near the window and the bookshelf
repositioned between the meeting and quiet areas. In my opinion, this would make
more sense because children at the help desk are generally there working with a
teacher or peer mentor, so the window becomes less of a factor. Replacing the help
desk with the bookshelf, turned so that books are facing away from the quiet area,
would along with nearby cubbies in the classroom create the isolated peninsula
Carbone recommends. The quiet area would then be "surrounded ... by bookcases or
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other obstacles," and reducing the number of stuffed animals would help clear it of
"any overly-stimulating visual information so as to prevent overload" (p. 7 4).
Finally, I would not continue to use the time-out table in the hallway. It does
not fit any of Charney's (2002) criteria for a logical consequence. Charney maintains
that time-outs must occur "in a designated, visible place in the classroom, away from
a door or busy aisles and activity centers" (p. 169), and she specifically states that
they should never take place in a hallway. Tomlinson (2001) also discusses this
topic. Tomlinson argues that although it is not necessary "to keep everyone glued to
their chair ...an undue amount of idle roaming isn't likely to come to a good end
either" (p. 37), which is often the result when Lillian is sent into the hallway. Rather,
Tomlinson recommends finding alternative locations in the classroom and using
sensory devices such as earplugs to facilitate calm and focus. Simple adaptations like
earplugs, or even more complex assistive technologies like personal FM listening
systems, which have been used successfully in other settings, could serve as an
effective alternative to "punishments" in Lillian's case.
Structural responses are not the only intervention options available here.
Carbone (2001) recommends that teachers also incorporate movement into their
classrooms and encourage "active curricular responses" (p. 73). Carbone describes
interactive tasks such as games and videos as therapeutic, and recommends the use
of novel qualities like size and color to highlight important written task features. In
fact, Carbone actually encourages moderate levels of noise like gentle music or a
quiet fan during familiar and structured activities, for the purposes of creating a
calm, peaceful environment. I have actually seen such strategies used to a great
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effect in other classrooms, so I think that it would be a prudent option to pursue in
Lillian's case. For me, these represent more differentiated strategies that fit a UDL
framework.
Lillian also enjoys and responds well to visual, computer-based programs
such as Kidspiration, and loves games like bingo and word-finder puzzles during
language-based activities. So I feel that incorporating more of these kinds of
activities into the curriculum could be another productive way to reduce the
frequency and duration of Lillian's behavioral episodes. I can also envision how
incorporating more kinesthetic activities into the classroom could benefit Lillian.
For example, to measure comprehension or retelling skills, Lillian could be
encouraged to act out scenes from a story as an alternative to writing down the
information or even drawing a picture. These activities require Lillian to sit still for
prolonged periods of time, which places significant demands on her lagging selfregulation and attentional skills.
Tomlinson (2001) recommends this, as well. She writes, "Differentiating
process according to student learning profile generally means encouraging [them]
to make sense of an idea in a preferred way of learning-for example, exploring or
expressing what they learn kinesthetically, or spatially, or verbally, or creatively" (p.
80). In my opinion, making these kinds of accommodations in the classroom for
Lillian could engage her more productively than issuing consequences and sending
her out into the hallway.
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Based on the modifications I have outlined above to differentiate for
environmental and curricular variables in Lillian's classroom, a revised version of
the third sample table (from Hall et al) provided on page 56 of this paper which
substitutes my own ideas and language would look like the following:
-TABLE3UDL Strategies to Minimize Barriers in Lillian's Classroom
Environmental and Instructional Adaptations

I

Barrier

UDL Strategy

I

• Teacher generates multiple examples with the students by allowing
each student to share her/his own hopes and dreams.

• Students will draw a visual representation of their idea to help them
Classroom
Rules

•

•

Morning
Meeting

extend their thinking and build meaning (supports background
context, provides multiple formats).
Extending the lesson in this way allows students to process and make
sense of the information through their own experiences. Drawings
engage visual-spatial learners , not just verbal-linguistic learners.
Role-playing may also be used to engage kinesthetic learners.
Rules wi ll be posted in a prominent manner (highlighting critical
features) so that the teacher can efficiently and effectively provide
ongoing, relevant feedback.

Blinds will be closed during morning meeting to reduce visual and aural stimuli in
order to minimize distractibility (adjusts levels of challenge). Lillian's meeting seat
will be changed to surround her with more focused , attentive classmates (offers
multiple demonstrations, adjusts level of challenge).

• Rearrange furniture inside the classroom to create an "isolated peninsula,"
in order to minimize the need to send Lillian out of the classroom.
Quiet Area

• Ear plugs or ear cuffs may be used to reduce aural stimuli during time-outs
and number of stuffed animals should be reduced to minimize visual
distractions (adjusts level of challenge).

Work Time

More kinesthetic activities will be incorporated into the classroom in order to
reduce load on Lillian's self-regulation (supports background context, offers
choices of content and tools). Lillian may have the option to act out scenes from
a story, for example, to demonstrate comprehension, recall, and retelling, as an
alternative to writing or drawing activities which require her to s it still for
prolonged periods of time. Role-playing to demonstrate classroom rules
would serve as another example of such an activity.

(revised from Hall et al, 2003)
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Summary
To more effectively address challenging student behavior, Greene (2008)
provides what I think is a good overall outline that can be applied in virtually any
case. Greene argues that the first step is to, "Recognize that [the student] is lacking
[a] skill" (p. 17). According to Greene, the teacher should then, "Identify the specific
situations (unsolved problems) in which that lagging skill is causing the most
difficulty" (p. 17). Finally, Greene suggests that we, "Start working on solving those
problems" (p. 17). In my opinion, this is a perfectly suitable starting point. To make
this process more manageable in individual cases, I have proposed following a
sequence of specific steps.
To help identify lagging skills and unsolved problems, and to begin working
on the best possible solutions, I have suggested using a revised version of a model
for differentiation included in a report by Hall et al (2003). This model is based on
the work of Tomlinson (2001, 2003). Tomlinson focuses extensively on three
particular areas when discussing differentiation for academic purposes: content,
process, and product. Tomlinson addresses a fourth area for differentiation, learning
environment, in lesser detail. Tomlinson argues, furthermore, that it is important to
consider four key student traits to ensure successful learning: student readiness,
interests and talents, prior knowledge, and learning profile. I am proposing that
these very same traits should be considered to efficiently and effectively deal with
challenging student behavior.
Tomlinson explains that important information regarding these student
traits can be obtained through pre-assessment. Using this information, strategies for
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differentiation can then be developed and implemented. Evaluating the efficacy of
these strategies provides a final step in this model. I am proposing that similar steps
can be followed to address cases of challenging student behavior. Important
information regarding student traits may be obtained in a pre-assessment, using
methods such as observation and recording, informal interviews and surveys,
functional behavioral assessment, and even standardized tests and measures. This
information will be used to identify specific lagging skills and particular problems in
the classroom.
In my revised model, lagging skills and specific behavior problems serve as
the content area focus, while methods and strategies for intervention are developed
in the process section. Finally, formative and summative evaluations will be used to
measure the success of intervention strategies, and to track the progress of student
growth toward behavioral benchmarks and objectives. Alterations and adjustments
in behavior plans will be made based upon these evaluations. A reproduction of my
revised model is included on page 61 of this paper.
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Conclusion
Carr et al (1999) write, "Evidence is accumulating that positive behavioral
interventions and support is more effective than traditional interventions not based
on functional behavioral assessments" (p. 82). The research that I have conducted
certainly seems to confirm this. I believe that one way we can more effectively
provide positive interventions and support in individual cases of challenging
student behavior is to apply principles and methods of differentiation.
Hall et al (2003) argue that for teachers to effectively implement
differentiated academic instruction in the classroom, "They may need to learn a
different way of looking at their students and the materials that they use in the
classroom" (p. 16). I agree with this assertion, and feel that a newfound perspective
is just as important in finding more productive and efficient ways to deal with
challenging behavior. Hall et al point out that although the concept of differentiated
instruction has been developing for more than a decade, "It is an approach that
challenges many traditional educational perspectives and practices" (p. 16).
Since differentiation involves this "shifting away from traditional views" (p.
19), Hall et al stress the importance of securing administrative support. The authors
argue that school districts and administrators can "strengthen a teacher's sense of
mission," and be "powerful sources of support-financial and otherwise" (p. 19).
They explain that this can "enable the purchase of equipment, professional
development, and the launching of new UDL teaching projects" (p. 19). Securing
administrative support is an especially important point here, precisely because
behavioral protocols and disciplinary procedures are involved. Nevertheless,
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because I believe that differentiation holds the same "excellent potential to
positively impact learning" (Hall et al, p. 6) with behavior as it does for academics, I
feel that it would be well worth the effort.
Richardson and Shupe (2003) point out that teachers themselves confirm,
"Disruptive student behavior and classroom discipline are their primary concerns"
(p. 8). However, I think that evidence also shows that punitive approaches to
behavior and discipline do not always work, for any number of reasons. These
approaches do not identify lagging skills or address underlying causes of challenging
behavior. They do not account for individual learner differences and they
disproportionately affect minority groups, to name only a few. Therefore, I feel that
we should consider new ways of addressing challenging behavior which might
benefit student and teacher alike. In my opinion, this makes both moral and
pragmatic sense.
In the moral sense, Curwin and Mendler (1999) posit, "How we treat our best
students shows us our aspirations; how we treat our most challenging students
shows our values." In the pragmatic sense, Greene (2008) insists, "When adults
better understand challenging behavior, solve problems durably and
collaboratively, and simultaneously teach lagging thinking skills, challenging
behavior is reduced" (p. 75). Greene acknowledges that this is not meant to be a
"quick fix," and that "the work is often slow and messy" (p. 75). However, Greene
also reminds us, "you don't fix a reading disability in a week, either" (p. 75).
Piaget (1969) himself explained it this way: "The heartbreaking difficulty in
pedagogy, as indeed in medicine and other branches of knowledge that partake at
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the same time of art and science, is, in fact, that the best methods are also the most
difficult ones" (p. 69). This alone makes me think that the approach I am advocating
would at least be a step in the right direction.
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